
Cumann  Lúthchleas  Gael   -   Coiste  Átha Cliath 

Comhdháil Bhliantúil 

Dé Luain 12ú Nollaig 2022 ar 7.00 i.n. 

An Clár 

1. Minutes of 2021 Convention. 

2. Adoption of Standing Orders. 

3. Auditor's Report and Financial Statement. 

4. Secretary's Report. 

5. Chairman’s Address. 

6. Election of Officers. 

7. Fixture Planning & Competitions Control Committee Report. 

8. Coiste Éisteachta Report. 

9. Coaching & Games Development Report. 

10. Motions 

11. Appointment of Auditor. 

12. Appointment of Delegates to Leinster Convention and Congress. 

 

Standing Orders for Convention 

1. The Proposer of a motion, or amendment thereto, may speak for no longer than five minutes. 

2. A Delegate speaking to a resolution or an amendment must not exceed three minutes. 

3. The proposer of a resolution or amendment may speak a second time for five minutes before a 

vote is taken, but no other delegate may speak a second time to any resolution or amendment. 

4. The Chairman may at any time he considers a matter has been sufficiently discussed call on the 

proposer for a reply, after which a vote must be taken. 

5. A Delegate may, with the consent of the Chairman, move ‘that the question be now put’ after 

which, when the proposer has spoken, a vote must be taken. 

6. A speaker to the Annual Report or to any other general discussion shall not exceed three minutes. 

7. Convention shall not be entitled to consider any matter not on the Agenda, except with the 

consent of a majority comprising two-thirds of the votes of those present, voting and entitled to 

vote.  



AINMNIUCHÁIN 

 

Cathaoirleach 

Mícheál Ó Saomhar  (Oileán na hÉireann)  Outgoing 

 

Leas-Chathaoirleach 

 Cionnaith Ó Súilleabháin (Cuala)     Outgoing 

 

Leas-Rúnaí 

Séamus de Róiste  (Fionnbhrú Colmcille)       Outgoing 

  

Cisteoir 

 Fionnbharr Ó Mathúna (Naomh Pádraig Baile Phámar)      Outgoing  

 

Oifigeach Forbartha 

 

Oifigeach Oiliúna 

 

Oifigeach na Gaeilge  

 Cóilín Ó Cearbhaill  (Na Gaeil Óga)    Outgoing 

 

Oifigeach Caidreamh Poiblí 

 Fiona Ní Thuairisc (Naomh Bríd)  Outgoing

  

Oifigeach Leanaí 

 Póilín Ní Cuillinn (Naomh Pádraig Baile Phámar)      Outgoing

  

Árd Chomhairle 

Séamus de Róiste  (Fionnbhrú Colmcille)   Outgoing 

 

Comhairle Laighean 

 Mel Ó Fearghail  (Oileán na hÉireann)    Outgoing 

 Risteárd de Buitléir (Na Tráchtálaí)  

 

 

 

 



Tuarascáil An Rúnaí 

 

Tá sé in am dom arís féachaint siar ar na príomh imeachtaí don bhliain atá imithe. Chomh maith 

le sin, seo an t-aon seans atá agam, mar Rúnaí Chontae, mo thuairim phearsanta a chur ós bhur 

gcomhair. Teastaíonn uaim mo bhuíochas a ghabháil le hOifigigh an Chontae agus na gClub 

as ucht a gcuid oibre i rith na bliana. 

 

Local Authorities – Development Plans 

Local Authorities must prepare and make Development Plans every six years, taking on board 

the technical and professional advice of their local authority planning, housing, engineering, 

environmental and other staff, the views of local communities and various groups and 

organisations who must be consulted. There are several consultation stages in the process 

where submissions/observations are invited from members of the public on issues which may 

be of concern to them in the formulation of the new Development Plans.   

 

Dublin GAA has been actively engaged in these stages of the process where they have arisen 

within the different Planning Authorities. The purpose of our submissions is to inform the 

Planning Authority of the County Board’s support, where appropriate, for particular provisions 

of the relevant Draft Development Plan; to alert the Authority to the concerns of the Board 

with regard to particular provisions of the Draft Plan which it is considered need clarification 

or amendment and to elicit a response from the Planning Authority to these concerns, even 

when it has decided not to amend the Draft Plan. 

 

Dublin City Development Plan 2022-2028 

Following its submission in February 2021 at the Pre-Draft Consultation Stage of making of 

the new Dublin City Development Plan 2022-2028, the County Board made a submission on 

the Draft Dublin City Development Plan in February 2022. 

 

There were many provisions in the Draft Development Plan which were welcomed by the 

Board, in particular, the sections related to “Social and Community Infrastructure” (Chapter 5 

‘Quality Housing and Sustainable Neighbourhoods) and ‘Parks and Open Spaces’ and ‘Sport 

and Recreation and Play’ (Chapter 10 Green Infrastructure).  There were, however, a number 

of other issues arising in the Draft Plan which were of concern, upon which representations 

were made to the Council during the public consultation period.  The County Board’s 



representations on these issues are summarised below, as are the Chief Executive’s Responses 

thereto and his Recommendations on them:  

 

• Biodiversity [Chapter 10 Green Infrastructure and Recreation]: 

There were a number of significant amendments proposed in the Draft Development Plan 

to the section of the then existing Development Plan dealing with ‘Biodiversity’, 

especially in relation to inland feeding sites for protected species of birds.  These included 

a provision that “all proposals which fall inside, or within the zone of influence of 

potential disturbance effects, of ex situ inland feeding sites for Special Conservation 

Interest winter bird species of Special Protection Areas, within Dublin City Council’s 

administrative area, will be subject to an Appropriate Assessment, informed by adequate 

data to allow assessment of potential effects on the relevant European sites’ conservation 

objectives.” 

 

Among the key inland feeding sites identified for these protected birds e.g. light bellied 

Brent goose, are sports grounds i.e. playing pitches.  Under the above-mentioned 

provision, any development proposals which “fall inside or within the zone of influence 

of potential disturbance effects of ex situ feeding sites for Special Conservation Interest 

winter bird species of Special Protection Areas, within Dublin City Council’s 

administrative area will be subject to an Appropriate Assessment, informed by adequate 

data to allow assessment of potential effects on the relevant European sites’ conservation 

objectives”.  It was submitted with regard to this provision that this would mean, in effect, 

that any development work on a playing pitch - or elsewhere within a sports ground 

designated as an inland feeding site - will require planning permission and that no 

development on the subject land would be exempted by reference to article 9 (vii B) of 

the Planning and Development Regulations 2001, as amended.  It was argued that this 

could have significant implications for any sporting organisation or club, whose playing 

pitches or grounds may be identified as inland feeding sites.  It was, accordingly, 

submitted that the Development Plan should identify where these designated inland 

feeding sites are located; on what basis has this designation taken place and the related 

criteria; and the implications of this designation with regard to development proposals 

thereon being subject to Appropriate Assessment or, at the very least, that the 

Development Plan should clearly identify where this information is available, given the 

proposed inclusion of the above-mentioned provision in the new Development Plan. 



The Chief Executive’s Response to this representation was to the effect that in the case 

of inland feeding sites outside of designated sites used by protected birds in the city, 

development proposals, within or adjacent these sites, would be subject to screening for 

appropriate assessment, including exempted development proposals as screening for 

appropriate assessment extends to Section 5 declarations.  It was also pointed out that the 

Council has given a commitment under the Dublin City Biodiversity Action Plan 2021, 

to create a data base and to map the feeding and roosting sites of the light bellied Brent 

geese in the city to inform development.  A commitment has also been given to prepare 

grassland management guidelines for the management of Brent goose feeding sites on all 

lands in State and semi-state ownership, including public parks, schools, and other land. 

 

He recommended that, as the text in the Draft Plan satisfactorily responded to issues 

raised, no amendments were required. 

 

• Parks and Open Spaces [Chapter 10 Green Infrastructure and Recreation] 

The Draft Development Plan included a commitment by the City Council which was 

welcomed by the Board, to upgrade their existing Flagship Parks and Community 1 and 

2 Parks to better serve their communities; to the provision of the equivalent new Parks in 

new development areas; and to the preparation of management plans for all the above- 

mentioned Parks.  The Board advocated, however, that in line with a proposed Objective 

GI046 providing for ‘Liaising with Sporting Organisations’, sporting organisations and 

local sports clubs should be recognized and identified in the Development Plan as 

stakeholders to be consulted at an early stage in the process of the formulation of the 

upgrading proposals and management programmes for the existing parks, and the 

development of the new parks. This is important given that they are and will be 

significant end users of the facilities to be provided within the subject Parks. 

 

• Sport, Recreation and Play [Chapter 10 Green Infrastructure and Recreation] 

A new policy provided for in the Draft Plan – GI50 Fenced Playing Pitches – relating to 

the fencing of playing pitches, was identified as a matter of concern on the basis that it 

was unclear whether or not this applied to pitches within designated public open spaces.  

It was suggested, given that playing pitches can be used by clubs not only for matches 

but also for training purposes; nurseries etc., that the relevant provision should be 



amended with “when matches not in progress” being replaced with “when the subject 

pitches are not being used for games related activities e.g. matches; training etc.” 

 

The Chief Executive’s Response to this issue was to the effect that its purpose is to ensure 

that open space areas normally used for a variety of formal and informal uses are 

generally not fenced off for field sports, thereby preventing recreational use when 

matches are not being played.  It reflects a policy already outlined in the Council’s Park 

Strategy.  He, accordingly, concluded that no amendment was necessary to the relevant 

provision of the Draft Plan. 

 

• Strategic Development Regeneration Areas [Chapter 13 – Strategic Development 

Regeneration Areas] 

It was noted that only one of the development briefs for the 16 Areas within the City 

designated as Strategic Development Regeneration Areas (St. Teresa’s Gardens & 

Environs) contained a reference to a playing pitch.  It was submitted that the development 

briefs be reviewed, and serious consideration be given to the provision of playing pitches 

or some modified version of this type of facility within a number of the subject areas.  

Smaller facilities of this type were represented as being ideal to facilitate the participation 

of young children in active recreation close to their homes, and are also, if properly 

developed, ideal for coaching purposes, in particular, at the nursery stage of the 

development of young players. 

 

There were no specific recommendations related to this particular submission set down 

in the Chief Executive’s Report, which generally dealt with each of the Strategic 

Development Regeneration Areas on an individual basis. 

 

• Amenities/Open Space/Green Network – Zone ‘Z9’ [Chapter 14 – Land Use Zoning 

Objectives] 

The existing City Development Plan contains provisions which facilitate the limited 

development for residential/commercial purposes of lands within club grounds, zoned 

‘Z9’ ‘Open Space’, which, by reason of their configuration and/or location, have no 

potential to provide recreational facilities of the standard required.  A number of similar 

provisions were included in the Draft Plan.  Several of the new provisions were identified 



as being of concern.  One related to the requirement that the applicant had to be the sports 

club owner/occupier – the other related to a requirement that the applicant shall submit a 

statement, as part of a legal agreement under the Planning Acts, demonstrating how the 

sports facility would be retained in the long term on site. 

 

In the case of the former, a query was raised as to why this provision was necessary, 

given the permission enures to the land.  It was also pointed out that it was improbable 

that the subject sports organisation/club would be the developer of the land, upon whom 

the obligations arising out of the permission and the conditions attached thereto generally 

fall.  It also will impose unnecessary obligations/expenditure on the subject sports club.  

If this provision was to be included in the Development Plan, it was required that the 

reasoning underpinning its inclusion should be clearly stated. 

 

With regard to the latter requirement, clarification was requested for the benefit of any 

club/sports organisation with regard to the significance of this particular provision, the 

nature of the legal agreement being required and the legal basis for it. 

 

Clarification was also requested with regard to the classification of the uses being 

permitted under the provision and their status as “Permissible Uses” or “Open for 

Consideration Uses” under the provisions of the ‘Z9’ ‘Open Space’/Amenity’ Zoning 

Objective. 

 

On the matter of the requirement that the applicant in the case of a residential/commercial 

development on lands zoned ‘OS’ had to be the sports club owner/occupier, the Chief 

Executive recommended an amendment to the provision to the effect that the applicant 

is required to be the sports club owner or have a letter of consent from the owner. 

 

With regard to the requirement that the applicant must submit a statement, as part of a 

legal agreement under the Planning Acts to demonstrate how the sports facility would be 

retained in the long term on site, the Chief Executive recommended the deletion of that 

provision – the requirement for a statement is to be maintained which will demonstrate 

how the sports facility will be retained and it would be supplemented by a new provision 

which would require that the applicant demonstrate that any new commercial/residential 

development on the land would not compromise the future anticipated needs of the 



existing use, including extensions or additional facilities.  It is also required that any such 

development must be subordinate in scale to the primary sporting use. 

 

On the matter of clarification of the uses permitted or open for consideration in the ‘OS 

Zone’, the Chief Executive’s view was that no clarification was required. 

 

• Community and Social Infrastructure – Zone ‘Z15’ [Chapter 14 – Land Use Zoning 

Objectives] 

The insertion of a requirement that 25% of a development site on land, subject to the use 

zoning objective ‘Z15’ – “To protect and provide for community uses and social 

infrastructure” be reserved as public open space was welcomed by the Board, as was the 

requirement that where there are existing sports pitches/sports facilities on ‘Z15’ lands, 

being subject to redevelopment, that commensurate sporting/recreational infrastructure 

be provided for the community.  It was also submitted that this provision should be 

prefaced by a statement to the effect that there is a presumption in the first instance 

against the development of such lands in existing sporting or recreational use which 

should apply unless commensurate or upgraded facilities, as referred to above, can be 

provided in the redevelopment scheme. 

 

The Chief Executive, in his response to this submission, acknowledged that many of the 

subject institutional lands accommodate playing pitches.  He expressed the view that 

given their important recreational function, and in some cases, their biodiversity value, it 

is considered entirely reasonable that for the Development Plan to ensure that where there 

is an existing sports pitch or sports facility on ‘Z15’ zoned lands subject to 

redevelopment, commensurate sporting/recreational infrastructure will be required to be 

provided and retained for community use, where appropriate, as part of any new 

development. 

 

• Public Open Space [Chapter 15 – Development Plan Standards] 

The Draft Development Plan requires that 10% of the overall site area for residential 

development be provided as public open space.  In the case of lands which are subject to 

Zoning Objective ‘Z15’, as referred to above, a total of 25% will be required. 

 



It was submitted that in areas where the rate of provision of 10% is applicable, this 

particular method of provision, given the significant increase in population that will be 

generated by the pursuit of a policy of increased densification, will create issues in 

relation to the adequate provision of public open space, especially for the playing of 

organised field games. 

 

Public open space provision must include a level of provision of areas of adequate size 

and configuration to allow for the development of playing areas upon which field games 

such as Gaelic football, hurling, camogie and ladies football can be played.  

 

To address this challenge, it was submitted that serious consideration must be given to 

the alteration of the relevant provisions of the Draft Development Plan to allow for the 

application of a standard for the provision of open space on a per capita basis, based on 

specified occupancy rates related to the number of bedrooms proposed in the individual 

residential units, comprising a development. 

 

It was argued that in the case of all residential developments, the default minimum level 

of provision should be 10% of the site area, as referred to above, irrespective of those 

occupancy parameters.  In the case of the lands zoned ‘Z15’, the minimum area of public 

open space to be provided should be 25% of the land to be developed, as referred to 

above, or a population-based provision, whichever is greater. 

 

The Chief Executive in his response on this issue noted the submission but considered 

that it did not represent a feasible alternative to current standards, given the lack of 

available and reliable data.  In expressing this opinion, he referred to the Departmental 

Guidelines on ‘Sustainable Residential Development’ which acknowledge the 

difficulties arising regarding data availability and use percentage standards for open 

space requirements.  He, accordingly, recommended no change to the relevant provisions 

of the Draft Plan. 

 

• Financial Contribution in Lieu of Open Space [Chapter 15 – Development Plan 

Standards] 

In circumstances where public open space is not to be provided within a development, 

because it is not feasible to provide it within a site, or the needs of the population would 



be better served by a new park or upgrading an existing park, the Draft Plan provided 

that a financial contribution may be levied in lieu of the provision on site of public open 

space.  It was requested that the relevant provision be amended to provide that any such 

contribution should be specifically ringfenced to facilitate the provision of the new park 

or the upgrading of the existing park facilities in the locality. 

 

The submission regarding financial contributions was noted in the Chief Executive’s 

Response.  Reference was made to the related provision in the Draft Development Plan 

where it includes such contributions are to be dedicated to the provision and enhancement 

of open space/landscape in the locality as per the Council’s Parks Programme.  No 

change was recommended to the relevant text in the Draft Plan. 

 

• Cycle Parking Standards/Car Parking Standards [Appendix 5 – Transport and 

Mobility Technical Requirements] 

The Draft Development Plan’s standards for the provision of bicycle spaces for playing 

pitches/courts is 1 per 5 staff and 4 per pitch. With regard to car parking, the standard to 

be applied is at the discretion of the planning authority. 

 

It was submitted that the level of provision of cycle parking for pitches was very low.  It 

was suggested that given the increased focus on the promotion of active sustainable 

modes of transport that the number of cycle spaces to be provided at bicycle parking 

facilities intended to serve the users of football pitches etc. be sufficient to cater for the 

anticipated demand.  The availability of secure accessible facilities, with adequate 

capacity, would encourage players from local clubs, in particular, to use their bicycles to 

come to matches.  It was submitted that this particular requirement be reviewed and the 

required rate of provision increased.  Where provided, bicycle parking facilities should 

be accessible and secure in close proximity to dressing room facilities/pitches and 

reference should be made to these locational criteria in the Development Plan. 

 

With regard to car parking, it was submitted that a quantitative standard be applied e.g. 

15 spaces per pitch plus overflow parking to be decided on a case by case basis (Dun 

Laoghaire Rathdown County development Plan 2016-2022). 

 



It was submitted that the provision of adequate parking facilities is considered critical for 

a number of reasons. Many G.A.A. competitions, especially at adult level, are city wide.  

Some sports facilities have very limited access by public transport.  It is important 

therefore when it comes to the provision of car parking to service public sports facilities, 

in particular, that regard is had to the above-mentioned standard, to avoid overspill into 

adjacent residential areas. 

 

It was also suggested that there, also, be an amendment to the Draft Development Plan 

addressing the issue of the provision of facilities for bus parking, to allow the use of this 

mode of transport where teams may wish to avail of it.  It was argued that if the 

appropriate facilities are not available, there is no incentive to use this transport option 

and, when used, parking off-site is always problematic. 

 

The Chief Executive’s Response was that, in practice the Council favoured a case by case 

approach with bespoke robust mobility strategies to be informed by the location of the 

site, accessibility to public transport, levels of accessibility for pedestrians/cyclists, and 

other data regarding travel patterns/car ownership. 

 

No amendment to Appendix 5 was recommended, save those requested by the National 

Transport Authority, as it was considered that the existing text responded satisfactorily 

to the issue raised. 

 

• Buffer Zone 

Where development land abuts long established playing facilities within built up urban 

areas, the recreational/sporting function of the subject facility can be compromised by 

development occurring in undue proximity to the sports facility.  An amendment was 

requested to Chapter 15 ‘Development Plan Standards’ of the Draft Development Plan 

that in situations where development is proposed within 10m of the boundary of the 

active recreational space e.g. playing pitches within an established sports facility, that 

there will be an obligation on the developer to undertake such protective measures, as are 

deemed necessary by the City Council to ensure that the subject development would not 

interfere with the operational capacity of the sports facility/ground to fulfil its 

recreational/amenity function.  It was noted that such a provision is included in the 

existing and in the new Draft Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Development Plans. 



The Chief Executive noted the submission in his Response.  The installation of any 

protective measures is on a case-by-case basis. No change was recommended. 

 

The new Dublin City Development Plan 2022-2028 was adopted by a Special Meeting of the 

Council on 2nd November 2022 and will come into effect on 14th December 2022. 

 

Fingal Development Plan 2023-2029 

A submission was made on behalf of the County Board to Fingal County Council on 4th May 

2022 on the Draft Fingal Development Plan 2023-2029.  It focused on a number of the issues 

which were covered in a submission made in the previous year at the Pre-Draft Consultation 

Phase in the making of the new Draft Development Plan.  These are summarised below:  

 

• Quality of Existing/Future Playing Pitches 

All of the Metropolitan planning authorities face a major challenge in seeking to establish 

an active recreational infrastructure within the areas under their jurisdiction which will 

have the capacity to provide the facilities required for the growing numbers, both male 

and, in particular, female, participating in team-based field sports, in particular, given the 

focus by the authorities on the promotion of higher density residential development 

within a compact development model. 

 

It was submitted to Fingal County Council that a key element, in meeting the above-

mentioned challenge, would be the optimisation of the use of existing and proposed 

grass-based playing pitches within public recreational facilities in Fingal, through the 

maximisation of their operational capacity and the related ancillary facilities, to 

adequately cater for the needs of the growing user population.  The increase in the number 

of participants in Gaelic Games, especially girls/women, has led to a concomitant 

increase in the number of competitions and the extension of the playing season into the 

summer months, which traditionally was a period of limited activity in Dublin.  Another 

challenge was identified as being the ongoing demand for pitches to accommodate first 

and second level school competitions and, to a lesser degree, coaching/training activities. 

 

The maximisation of the capacity/efficiency of existing facilities was represented by the 

Board as being essential in seeking to ensure that adequate facilities are available to cater 

for these activities.  It was submitted, therefore, that amendments be made to the 



Objectives in the Draft Development Plan related to ‘Open Space’ to contain a clear 

commitment by the Council to promoting and facilitating the upgrading of existing pitch 

facilities in terms of the quality of their surfaces, the effectiveness of their drainage 

arrangements and their overall maintenance, and to the application of these standards to 

any new pitches being developed by the Council. 

 

• Community/Stakeholder Engagement 

The recognition by the Council in the Draft Development Plan on the importance of 

engagement, by way of non-statutory and statutory consultation processes, with the 

community and stakeholders in the provision of community facilities, was welcomed by 

the Board.  It was then submitted that any Objective included in the new Development 

Plan related to, for example, the rehabilitation of existing playing pitches in public parks, 

should, accordingly, provide for engagement with local stakeholders e.g. clubs who use 

the pitches, at the commencement stage in the process.  This will ensure that their needs, 

as the end users of the upgraded facilities, can be considered and incorporated into the 

formulation of the programme. 

 

• Flood Lighting 

Given the crucial role of flood lighting in enhancing the utility of playing pitches/training 

facilities through facilitating the playing of games and the engagement in 

training/coaching activities outside of daylight hours, their provision was represented as 

a logical step in terms of the future upgrading of existing pitches.  To this end, it was 

requested that the Draft Development Plan be amended to allow for the inclusion of the 

necessary policy objectives to facilitate such floodlighting projects, whether undertaken 

by local clubs in collaboration with the local authority or on their own within public 

parks. 

 

• Ancillary Facilities 

The provision or upgrading of ancillary facilities, such as dressing rooms/toilets, to be of 

an appropriate size to accommodate G.A.A. teams and to provide for the increased 

participation of girls/women in Gaelic Games was seen as a matter which should be 

attended to in the upgrading of existing facilities or the provision of new facilities.  It was 



requested, therefore, that an appropriate Objective be included in the Development Plan 

by way of an amendment to the Objectives related to ‘Open Space’. 

 

• All-Weather Playing Facilities 

Given the projected increase in population in Fingal, and the focus on increased 

densification within residential development schemes, the provision of all-weather 

playing facilities of an appropriate size, layout and design to cater for the playing/training 

requirements of G.A.A. games was presented as a key element in providing the additional 

capacity required to cater for the consequent growth in demand which will emerge for 

pitches to facilitate/accommodate the playing of field games.  In this context, the 

commitment expressed in the Development Plan in relation to the provision of “Active 

Recreational Hubs” with their focus on the provision of high specification, well-serviced 

sports facilities designed for high-intensity use to be facilitated by the provision of, inter 

alia, floodlit all-weather pitches, catering for a range of sporting codes was welcomed.  

The Board also welcomed the focus on the Council liaising with local clubs with regard 

to the development and management of these Hubs. 

 

It was advocated that consideration should also be given in a strategic context to the 

possibility of siting smaller scale facilities of this type within residential areas, especially 

to facilitate and encourage the participation of younger children in active recreation close 

to their homes.  Engagement with local clubs at the pre-design phase is critical in this 

regard. 

 

Where this type of facility is being provided, it should be promoted to ensure they are fit 

for purpose in terms of their area, configuration, design and layout. 

 

• Development of Existing Playing Pitches 

It was requested that a general presumption should be included in the new Development 

Plan against the development of lands which are in established use as playing pitches and 

in favour of the retention of their use for that purpose, unless proximate and suitable 

alternatives with potential for a significant upgrade in the standard of facilities can be 

provided. 

 



• Development of Existing Playing Pitches – Institutional Lands 

On the issue of the development of existing playing grounds on institutional land, 

landscape demesnes and other properties, Objective DMSO58 in the Draft Development 

Plan required that where these lands have established recreational or amenity uses, they 

should retain them as far as is practicable.  It also provided that where permission for 

development is granted on these lands, that open space provision in excess of the normal 

standards will be required to maintain the open character of such parts of the land as are 

considered necessary by the Council. 

 

The Board, in its submission on this issue, requested that the above-mentioned Objective 

should be strengthened with the inclusion of a provision that where areas of institutional 

land, landscaped demesnes or similar properties have established sporting uses e.g. 

playing pitches, there should be a stated general presumption against their development, 

unless alternatives are provided in their proximity which represent a significant upgrade 

in the standard of facilities being provided.  It was contended that the case for the 

inclusion of this presumption was reinforced by the acknowledged need, given the 

projected increase in population and the adoption of a compact growth policy, to 

maximise the efficient use of Fingal’s, inter alia, existing active recreational assets. 

 

With regard to institutional lands generally, it was submitted that, where residential 

development is proposed, there should be a minimum requirement specified for the 

provision of open space on the basis of 25% of the total site area or a population-based 

provision, on the basis of occupancy rates, as calculated on the basis of the formula 

detailed in existing Objective DMS051 in the Draft Development Plan, whichever is the 

greater. 

 

• Development in Proximity of Playing Pitches 

Given that the recreational/sporting function of long established playing facilities within 

built up urban areas can be compromised by development taking place in undue 

proximity to them, the Board made a request for consideration to be given to the inclusion 

of an amendment to the Draft Development Plan to provide that in situations where 

development is proposed within a specific distance e.g. 10m of the boundary of an active 

recreational space e.g. playing pitches, that there will be an obligation on the developer 



to undertake such protective measures, as are deemed necessary by the Council, to ensure 

that the subject development would not interfere with the operational capacity of the 

sports facility/ground to fulfil its recreational/amenity function. 

 

The Fingal County Council’s Chief Executive’s Report on the submissions made on the Draft 

Development Plan was published in late July 2022.  The submission made by the County Board 

was summarised as follows: - 

 

“A submission received suggests the optimisation of playing pitches and ancillary 

facilities, a commitment to community/stakeholder engagement regarding same, the 

upgrading of existing facilities, the inclusion of the necessary policy/objective to 

facilitate flood lighting projects, the provision of dressing rooms in open space, small-

scale facilities in residential areas, a general presumption against the development of 

existing playing pitches unless proximate and suitable alternatives can be provided, 

25% open space on institutional lands and that protective measures be carried out 

where new developments are proximate to playing pitches.” 

 

The Chief Executive’s Response to the submission was as follows:  

 

• “The Council has a programme in place for the continuous improvement of public grass 

sports pitches. The Council's commitment to improvement of such facilities is 

demonstrated in the multi-annual capital and revenue expenditure identified for this 

purpose. It would not be appropriate to include operational details of this nature in the 

Development Plan. All new developments (sporting or otherwise) sponsored by the 

Council requiring planning approval are subject to significant stakeholder engagement 

as part of the planning consent process.” 

 

• “The floodlighting of public grass pitches is problematic as regards the long-term 

sustainability of this approach. The Council’s response to this issue is the provision of 

strategically located floodlit all-weather pitches available on a not-for-profit basis to 

local clubs. The Council has a programme to provide ancillary sporting facilities such 

as changing rooms where such capital investment can be justified and where a 

sustainable level of use is evident.” 



• “Currently, the Council provides small scale sporting facilities in residential open 

space in line with the provisions of the Council’s Open Space Strategy and Play Policy. 

Sports facilities used by senior teams for organised, competitive sporting events are not 

appropriate for inclusion in residential areas due to the level of disruption inherent. 

Public sports pitches located in parks and open spaces are generally subject to strong 

protection from development pressure through the provisions of the Development Plan. 

The Development Plan makes provision for Class 1 Open Space for Active Recreation 

through the Development Management process, and this has led to the development of 

many new and appropriately located sports pitches around Fingal. It is considered that 

this approach is appropriate and sufficiently specific as regards the provision of such 

facilities. The protection of pitches during construction works is provided for within the 

Planning and Development Management process.” 

 

There was, accordingly, no recommendations for any amendments to the Draft Development 

Plan on foot of the submission. 

 

South Dublin County Development Plan 2022-2028 

In September 2021 a submission was made on the Draft South Dublin County Development 

Plan 2022-2028, requesting the rezoning of an area of land at the Spawell Sports and Leisure 

Centre, Wellington Lane, Templeogue Co. Dublin, which is controlled by the Board. 

 

In the case of the rezoning submission, the Council’s Chief Executive in his Report on the 

submissions made during the public consultation period on the Draft Development Plan 

recommended:  

 

“Amend Map 06 – to rezone 3.27ha within the southeast corner of lands at the 

Spawell Sports and Leisure Centre on Wellington Lane, Templeogue from: 

Objective ‘OS’ “Open Space” – “To preserve and provide for open space and 

recreational amenities”. 

 

To 

 

Objective LC – Local Centre – “To protect, improve and provide for future 

development of Local Centres”.   



with the insertion of a new Specific Local Objective on the rezoned lands which reads as 

follows: - 

 

Insert New EDE14 SLO1 

“To support the redevelopment of 3.27ha on lands zoned LC to the southeast 

corner of the Spawell Sports and Leisure Centre, Wellington Lane, Templeogue, 

to provide for sport club/facility and for uses indicated as permitted in principle 

under the LC zoning other than residential and petrol station and limiting retail 

provision in the form of shop-local or shop-neighbourhood to no more than 3 

units that will not include a large supermarket”.” 

 

Following consideration of the Chief Executive’s Recommendation by the Elected 

Members, it was amended, with the final sentence of the proposed Material Alteration being 

changed to read as follows: - 

 

“Provision in the form of shop-local or shop neighbourhood to no more than 5 

units which will not include a supermarket larger than 800m2.” 

 

The amended Material Alteration then went on public display and then was adopted as part 

of the new Development Plan. 

 

The rezoned lands appear on Map 06 of the County Development Plan.  The affected area 

covers almost all of the developed lands at ‘Spawell’.  The zoning objective for the land, in 

the new South Dublin County Development Plan 2022-2028, is Use Zoning Objective ‘LC’ 

– “To protect, improve and provide for the future development of local centres.”  It is also 

subject to ‘Specific Local Objective EDE14 SLO1” which states the following: - 

 

“EDE14 SLO 1: To support the redevelopment of 3.27ha on lands zoned LC to 

the southeast corner of the Spawell Sports and Leisure Centre, Wellington Lane, 

Templeogue to provide for sports club/facility and for uses indicated as 

permitted in principle under the LC zoning other than residential and petrol 

station and limiting retail provision in the form of shop local or shop - 

neighbourhood to no more than 5 units which may include a supermarket of no 

larger than 800 sq. m gross retail floor area.” 



The Use Zoning Objective for the remaining area of the overall ‘Spawell’ lands remains 

unchanged from the previous County Development Plan i.e. Use Zoning Objective ‘OS’ – “To 

preserve and provide for open space and recreational amenities”. 

 

Hollystown Park 

On 25th May 2022, the County Board applied to Fingal County Council for a ten year planning 

permission to develop a site (c.9.3 ha) as a GAA Cluster facility on part of the former 

Hollystown Golf Course, on Ratoath Road, Hollystown, Dublin.  The proposed development 

includes:  

 

(i) 4 no. floodlit GAA pitches (Pitches Nos: 1 to 4) [1 no. synthetic all weather 

pitch and 3 no. sand-based grass pitches].  All the pitches will have ball stop 

netting to rear of the endlines, scoreboards and 2 dugouts each, railings around 

all the sand-based pitches and a 2.5m sports fencing around the all-weather 

pitch;  

 

(ii) the renovation and alteration of the existing 2 storey golf clubhouse to provide 

2 no. team changing rooms, an official changing room, showers and toilets on 

the ground floor, retention of existing kitchen facilities, the re-purposing of 

first floor to accommodate offices, storage space and a team meeting/multi-

purpose room;  

 

(iii) the provision of a two-storey extension to the clubhouse to provide 6 no. 

additional team changing rooms, showers and toilets, baths and physio rooms, 

a plant room and toilets for spectators on the ground floor; and a gymnasium, 

storerooms, an office and physio space and a team meeting/multi-purpose 

room on the first floor, and pv solar panels on a green roof;  

 

(iv) a separate Indoor Training Facility (including a 30m x 20m pitch); 

 

(v) a stand (500 spectators) with partial roof/cover to east of Pitch No. 1 – the 

main pitch;  

 

(vi) a hurling wall with fenced in floodlit astro-turf hurling practice area; and  

 



(vii) a maintenance and storage building.   

 

The development will also provide, a walking/jogging trail with outdoor exercise equipment 

around the perimeter of the facility, an outdoor training area (30m x 20m) and 100m long speed 

training area, a new access roadway and pedestrian entrance, 3 no. pedestrian/cycle access 

gates to adjacent lands, car and coach parking and bicycle stands. Earthworks, drainage 

infrastructure and attenuation; E.S.B. substation; landscaping and other site development 

works will also be included. Permission was also sought for the demolition of the existing 

driving range and pro-shop shed. 

 

Additional Information on the planning application was requested by Fingal County Council 

on 7th July 2022. Information was sought in respect of the proposed lighting to serve the 

development; on a number of transport concerns related to cycle parking; coach parking and 

coach movements on site; on the formulation of a Preliminary Event Management Plan; on the 

landscaping of the site in the form of a landscape plan; on the making of amendments to the 

site layout plan to demonstrate that the level of tree cover removed will not result in a reduction 

of canopy cover on the site; on the presence or absence of roosting or hibernating bats on the 

site by way of a bat survey; on particular elements of the surface water drainage arrangements 

for the development, and on issues arising from the Appropriate Assessment Screening Report 

lodged with the application. 

 

The Additional Information was lodged with the Council on 24th October 2022.  A decision to 

grant permission for the proposed development, as modified by the Additional Information, 

was made by the Council on Wednesday, 17th November 2022.  A total of 16 no. conditions 

were attached to the decision, which, inter alia, confirmed that the life of the permission is for 

a period of 10 years; limited the hours of operation of the outdoor areas; flood lights and hurling 

wall to between the hours of 08:00 and 22:00, and the indoor areas to between 08:00 and 23:00, 

and restricted the use of extended clubhouse to purposes incidental to the G.A.A. 

 

There were a number of submissions/observations made by third parties on the planning 

application, any of whom may make an appeal to An Bord Pleanála against the decision of the 

Council, within a period of four weeks commencing on the date of the Council’s decision.  The 

final date for the lodgement of an appeal is Wednesday, 14th December 2022. 

 



Amenity space 

Dublin GAA continues to grapple with the critical issue of the lack of availability of land for 

the provision of suitable facilities for the playing of our games at all levels and standards for 

both male and female players.   I have written in the past of the unique challenges the Dublin 

County Board faces in this regard. Basically, there is very little available land and if suitable 

land comes on the market, the price is usually prohibitive. 

 

The constant - and even rising housing demand - means that this situation is likely to continue 

and possibly worsen.  It makes me think about the long-term effect on the city and its people.  

As we build higher and higher, and in increasing density, are we doing so in a sustainable 

manner?  Are we catering for the needs of the people who will live in these new dwellings.  

Are we providing enough amenity space?  Enough social facilities?  Enough green spaces for 

their children to participate in organised competitive field sports?  Are we looking after, in that 

context, their physical and mental well-being in the longer term? 

 

I have said before that our cities cannot become soulless places of grey concrete and high-rise 

buildings.  We need to provide meaningful recreational space and we need to be mindful of 

how that space is used.  The pursuit of higher residential densities within a compact growth 

model, with a particular concentration on brownfield infill development schemes in some 

locations, presents particular challenges in relation to the provision of suitable facilities for 

organised competitive field sports. 

 

When a resource is scarce, it is imperative that we do all we can to ensure that we maximise 

the operational capacity of that resource. The floodlit all-weather pitch in Alfie Byrne Road, 

which was provided in conjunction with Dublin City Council, is a good example of how a 

facility, can be used to the fullest extent possible and the maximum return extracted from it. 

 

One of the solutions to the above-mentioned problem being pursued by the County Board is 

the development of a cluster pitch facility at Hollystown, in Fingal.  In our proposed 

development, we do not intend to restrict the benefits of the facilities to members of our own 

association only.  We see these facilities very much as a community resource. Our proposals 

include the provision of exercise/jogging trails, meeting rooms, gymnasiums, etc. with the 

intention that these facilities will be available for use by the wider community, including local 

schools and community organisations. 



In many communities around the country, the GAA club has a critical role as the focal point 

for many community initiatives/activities.  In Dublin this is also the case.  During the Covid 

pandemic, the real value of our GAA clubs was again very much in evidence as members 

provided a lifeline, on a voluntary basis, to many of the most vulnerable members of their local 

communities. While we may not have a Parish Rule, our clubs have deep roots in their 

particular catchments - they are from their community and of their community. I would ask all 

clubs to respect their neighbouring club’s unique community bond when seeking additional 

facilities. 

 

Dublin GAA will always seek to provide facilities for its host communities.  Our clubs have an 

excellent track record in this regard for many, many years. Now our proposed hub facility at 

Hollystown will have such a role in enhancing our engagement with our host local community 

through opening our doors – and gates – to serve them. 

 

I strongly believe partnership is the way forward with regard to the provision of these facilities.  

As I have already said, we need to maximise the return achievable from the scarce resources 

which are available.  I would welcome, therefore, any approach from our four local authorities 

- Dublin City Council, Fingal, South Dublin and Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown County Councils - 

to engage as partners in developing and providing new active recreational facilities which 

would be available for the enhancement of the physical and mental welfare of the communities 

they serve. 

 

I am convinced that a partnership approach to such projects will yield the maximum return. If 

a site is being developed for a new school, or a green-field site is being developed as amenity 

space, or any other project that will have a beneficial impact on the physical and mental well-

being of the local community, Dublin County Board would welcome the opportunity for 

engagement with the project stakeholders, to bring our wealth of expertise and experience to 

the table to assist in its realisation. 

 

Senior Hurling 

Small margins can make a big difference .... or more specifically scoring margins can be 

decisive. 

 



In a season that, at times, promised much, Dublin were left to rue certain key results as their 

journey in both the Allianz League and Senior Hurling Championship were brought to an end 

on scoring difference. 

 

Of their five regulation games in the National Hurling League Division 1 Group B, we won 

three and drew one of our games but were eliminated on scoring difference by Waterford who 

progressed to defeat Wexford (semi-final) and Cork to capture the honours. 

 

In the Leinster Championship, again scoring difference was called into play with Kilkenny 

advancing to the provincial decider and Wexford taking the third spot in the All-Ireland Series 

(along with Leinster finalists Galway and Kilkenny). 

 

The early part of the season began on a promising footing when Dublin overcame Galway, 

Offaly and Antrim to top Group A before securing their eighth Walsh Cup title by defeating 

Wexford impressively (2-29 to 0-19) in the final in Croke Park. 

 

In Round 1 of their league campaign, Dublin drew with Waterford (0-21 to 2-15) in an exciting 

tussle in Parnell Park. The teams were level on seven occasions with nine different players 

getting on the scoresheet for Dublin. 

 

After tallying 0-42 over the course of the Walsh Cup tournament, Donal Burke continued in 

strong style when amassing 0-12 (10f, 1 '65') against the Déise, with Eoghan O'Donnell, Danny 

Sutliffe, Conor Burke and Chris Crummey all to the fore. 

 

The next day out an improved second half saw Mattie Kenny's men overcome Antrim (2-19 to 

2-15) in Corrigan Park, Belfast.  Dublin made an encouraging start to lead 0-5 to 0-1 but the 

concession of 1-5 without reply had the sides level - 1-8 each - at the interval with Donal Burke 

hitting the goal when converting a penalty following a foul on Paul Crummey. 

 

After hitting nine wides in the opening half Dublin were far more accurate in the second period 

and ran out victors with the second goal coming, following good combination play between 

Eamonn Dillon and Paul Crummey. 

 



Next up was an away trip to face Tipperary in Semple Stadium as Mattie Kenny's side showed 

good mettle to hold off a late scoring surge from their hosts before emerging victorious (2-16 

to 0-21). Dublin led 1-8 to 0-10 at half-time with Rian McBride's 25th minute goal the highlight 

of the opening half. 

 

Ronan Hayes' goal with 20 minutes to play moved Dublin five points clear and they stood 

strong late on, despite not scoring into the wind for the game's concluding 13 minutes. 

 

Round 4 brought Dublin's unbeaten run (including four Walsh Cup games) to a sudden halt 

with Kilkenny 2-23 to 0-16 victors. Kilkenny led by six points at the break but Dublin restarted 

well when scoring the opening three points of the second period. Unfortunately, that was as 

good as it got as Kilkenny scored 2-3 without reply. 

 

Dublin's concluding game of their league programme was a 2-31 to 1-24 victory over Laois in 

O'Moore Park, Portaoise in something of a 'dress rehearsal' for their Championship encounter 

four weeks later. 

 

Dublin scored 0-21 in the opening half with Donal Burke amassing 0-11 before concluding the 

game with a personal tally of 0-14 (10f, 1 '65) while Fergal Whitely (0-7), Davy Keogh, Rian 

McBride (0-3 each) contributed well to the overall scoresheet. The goals were scored by 

Eamonn Dillon and, second-half substitute, Alex Considine. 

 

Dublin's Leinster Championship began less than a month later against the O'Moore County in 

Parnell Park when we got our round-robin campaign off to a winning start. Paddy Smyth and 

Eoghan O'Donnell did well in defence while Alex Considine's goal was crucial in the 1-20 to 

2-15 victory. 

 

In Round 2 Dublin overcame Wexford by the slightest of margins (0-24 to 0-23) in Wexford 

Park - Donal Burke, once again, led the scoring with 0-12 (8f) while Ronan Hayes, Fergal 

Whitely, Conor Burke and Rian McBride all hit 0-2 each. 

 

However, it was goalkeeper Seán Brennan whose heroics was arguably the most decisive - 

athletically saving a penalty to deny goalkeeping counterpart Mark Fanning and, just two 

minutes later, when foiling an effort from Rory O'Connor. 



Westmeath proved difficult opponents in Round 3 in Cusack Park, Mullingar but Dublin got 

the final five points of the contest to prevail 0-27 to 1-16 after just a point (0-12 to 0-11) had 

separated the counties at half-time. 

 

Rian McBride was Dublin's top scorer from play with 0-6 while Donal Burke tallied 0-11 (7f) 

to make it three wins from three starts and in a positive position to advance to the summer's 

knockout stages. 

 

Those positive hopes were rocked the next day out when Kilkenny came to Parnell Park and, 

following an even opening half, took control in the second period on their way to a convincing 

3-25 to 0-17 victory. 

 

Dublin has a good recent Championship record against Galway and still carried strong hopes 

of progressing when facing their hosts in Pearse Stadium, Salthill.  

 

It wasn't to be unfortunately when beaten 0-27 to 0-21 and, coupled with Wexford overcoming 

Kilkenny, were exiting the Championship on scoring difference as the Slaneysiders booked 

third spot in the round-robin and a place in the All-Ireland quarter-final preliminary round. In 

a stop-start opening half, the counties were level five times in the opening 25 minutes before 

Galway edged in front by the break (0-12 to 0-11). 

 

In the weeks after manager Mattie Kenny called time on his four-year reign. Dublin GAA 

would like to thank Mattie and his management/backroom team for their tireless work during 

his reign. 

 

Senior Football 

The often-quoted coach Vince Lombardi once said: “Football is a game of inches and inches 

make the champion”. And so it could have proven to be for our senior footballers as they exited 

the championship in dramatic fashion to eventual champions Kerry in this year's All-Ireland 

semi-final.  

 

In fairness to Lombardi he was some man for one man when it came to maxims. He also said: 

"The greatest accomplishment is not in never failing, but in rising again after you fall." That 

challenge goes on now for Dessie Farrell's management and players. 



Over recent seasons a number of outstanding footballers - who contributed massively to 

Dublin's golden era of the six in a row - have retired or elected to step away from the inter-

county game. It was with a view to replenishing the depth of talent in our senior panel that 40 

players got game-time alone during the O'Byrne Cup at the start of the season. 

 

Victories over Offaly, Longford and Louth saw Dublin progress to the O'Byrne Cup final where 

we defeated Laois (1-13 to 0-11) in Netwatch Cullen Park, with Seán Bugler's brilliantly 

executed goal proving to be a decisive score. 

 

The National League campaign programme was a tough campaign - culminating in two 

victories and five defeats and resulting in relegation, along with Kildare. In our opening contest, 

a very productive 20-minute spell for Armagh during which they out-scored Dublin 2-7 to 0-2 

put them on the road to a 2-15 to 1-13 victory in Croke Park with Lorcan O'Dell grabbing a 

late consolation goal. 

 

Second time out, on a miserable night for football in Austin Stack Park, Tralee, our luck was 

not in when we had a goal disallowed and then Niall Scully was mysteriously black-carded! 

Over the remainder of the opening half, Kerry scored 1-8 to hold a very commanding 1-14 to 

0-4 interval advantage. The team rallied well in the second half, scoring seven points and 

conceded just the one, but the margin was too far to ever really put the Kingdom under pressure 

of not winning. 

 

The losing streak was extended by Mayo in Croke Park on 19th February when the men from 

the west prevailed 2-11 to 0-12. A twenty-first minute goal from Mayo's Jack Carney gave 

them a lead they held at half-time (2-6 to 0-9) and, in the second half, Dublin's only scorers 

were Lorcan O'Dell, Dean Rock and John Small. 

 

Kildare made it four losses in succession in St. Conleth's Park, Newbridge eight days later 

when the hosts hung on for a 1-12 to 0-12 victory. Played in a fairly packed Newbridge which 

provided a great atmosphere, Jimmy Hyland's 49th minute goal was crucial. Dublin rallied late 

on but squandered some good scoring opportunities and, as a result, failed to rescue the 

situation. 

 



Victory finally arrived in Round 5 when impressively overcoming Tyrone, 0-13 to 0-8, in 

Healy Park, Omagh on 13th March. An excellent first-half showing had Dublin 0-11 to 0-2 to 

the good at half-time after Dublin had dominated the Tyrone kickout. 

 

Ciarán Kilkenny and Cormac Costello put Dublin into a 0-4 to 0-1 lead before Pádraig 

Hampsey was black-carded and we scored the next five points, including good efforts from 

Brian Fenton and Niall Scully, to put clear distance between the sides. Robbie McDaid became 

Dublin's eight scorer of the opening half to lead by nine points at the break. 

 

Dublin's chances of avoiding relegation were boosted when defeating Donegal, 2-15 to 2-11, 

in Croke Park seven days later. We recovered from an early 0-2 to 1-4 deficit when outscoring 

Donegal 1-6 to 0-1 in the second quarter. Dean Rock (penalty) and Niall Scully got the goals, 

with Brian Fenton and Brian Howard also enjoying influential displays. 

 

Unfortunately, relegation was confirmed in the concluding round when losing 2-13 to 1-18 to 

Monaghan in St. Tiernach's Park, Clones in a fever-pitch conclusion. After playing catch-up, 

Dublin got level in added time with a Dean Rock penalty before Jack McCarron's late free saw 

the Farney County preserve their top-flight league status. 

 

Dublin entered the Leinster Championship with a fair amount of speculation in circulation as 

to what direction they were headed in but hit the ground running on their first day out when 

defeating Wexford 1-24 to 0-4 in Wexford Park on 30th April. In his first appearance of the 

season, Con O'Callaghan scored 1-6, with Brian Fenton and Dean Rock (0-1f, 0-1 '45') both 

contributing five points. 

 

Meath were our next opponents in Croke Park on 15th May when the midfield pairing of Tom 

Lahiff and Brian Fenton provided the platform for a 1-27 to 1-14 victory. Dublin started well 

to open up a 0-5 to 0-0 advantage inside the opening ten minutes and, by half-time, were really 

out of reach with Dean Rock converting a penalty, following a foul on Con O'Callaghan. 

 

After losing to Kildare in the league, Dublin turned that completely on its head when the 

counties met again in the Leinster decider. In a stunning opening 27 minutes Dublin scored 

five goals to lead by 16 points (5-5 to 0-4) with the accurate passing of Seán Bugler central to 

three of those goals. 



The final tally was Dublin's joint-highest score in a Leinster final on a day when they made it 

12 provincial titles in a row and 61st overall. The emergence of Lee Gannon continued as he 

slotted two fine points, with Con O'Callaghan with 1-5 and Cormac Costello with 2-1 our top 

scorers from play. 

 

Dublin made it back to the All-Ireland semi-final via a 0-21 to 0-10 victory over Cork in their 

last-eight encounter at Croke Park on 25th June. A strong second-half showing paved the way 

for victory as Cork were held scoreless in that period until the 55th minute. 

 

Dean Rock 0-9 (0-8f, 0-1 mark), Ciarán Kilkenny (0-3), Brian Fenton and Lee Gannon (0-2 

each) led the way in the scoring with nine different players in total on the scoresheet. 

 

And so to a semi-final with Kerry which concluded in dramatic, edge-of-the-seat fashion with 

Seán O'Shea's long-range winning free. Dublin and Kerry have played in many memorable 

encounters over the years and this was another chapter in that story. 

 

The noise in the pre-game parade was a portent of the excitement that eventually unfolded. 

Kerry held the upper-hand in the opening half and but for Evan Comerford's penalty save, when 

denying Seán O'Shea, would have led by more than five points at the interval. 

 

Dublin needed something special to ignite them in the second period and the counter-attack 

that resulted in Cormac Costello's goal provided just the tonic. James McCarthy's uplifting 

score was followed by a Ciarán Kilkenny effort and when the Castleknock clubman worked a 

one-two with substitute Paddy Small for another point, the sides were level. 

 

Seán O'Shea and Dean Rock exchanged frees to make it level again and extra-time loomed 

large. However, it wasn't to be as O'Shea's late, late free saw Kerry defeat the Dubs for the first 

time in the championship since 2009.  

 

Minor Hurling 

Dublin’s showed glimpses of their potential during an eventful Leinster Minor Hurling 

Championship campaign that saw their provincial hopes dashed when losing to Offaly at the 

semi-final stage. 



The Dubs were placed initially in Tier 1 alongside seeded teams Wexford and Kilkenny and it 

was the Model County that Dublin opened up against at Parnell Park in late March, with the 

visitors withstanding a late Dublin comeback to prevail by 3-21 to 2-23. 

 

Dublin looked in a precarious position as they trailed by seven points entering added time, but 

two goals inside four minutes from Senan Crosbie and Conor Brennan offered fresh hope as 

the hosts dominated the closing stages. However, the point required to salvage a share of the 

spoils proved elusive as the visitors held on for a narrow victory. 

 

Dublin were slow out of the blocks, trailing by 0-6 to 0-2, but two Ciarán Donovan points and 

fine defensive play from Dylan Bannan and Brendan Kenny were bright spots as they trailed 

by 1-12 to 0-9 at the break. 

 

Another Wexford goal from Páidí Doyle looked to have settled the issue early in the second-

half but five points from substitute Ollie Gaffney prompted a dominant concluding quarter 

comeback that just fell short. 

 

It proved similarly tight as Dublin made the trip to Nowlan Park but, this time, they were on 

the right end of a one-point victory as they edged the Cats by 3-14 to 2-16 in a great tussle. 

Goals from David Purcell, Conor Newton and Ollie Gaffney helped Dublin overcome their 

hosts with Ollie Gaffney, alongside Cian Moran, securing the lion’s share of the points - 

tallying 0-9 between them. 

 

As Dublin, Kilkenny and Wexford all finished Tier 1 with a win and a loss, it was down to 

score difference to determine which of the two counties advanced directly to the provincial 

semi-finals with that reward falling to Dublin and Kilkenny. 

 

Dublin were on their travels once again as they faced Offaly in their last-four clash at O’Connor 

Park and, despite an encouraging opening, they suffered a disappointing 3-18 to 1-15 defeat. 

The winning margin was an accurate barometer of Offaly’s dominance over the hour, with the 

hosts overcoming a relatively slow opening period before holding the upper-hand from the 

second quarter onwards. 

   

That bright start by Dublin manifested itself in early scores from Micheál Tierney and David 



Purcell, with the hosts staying in touch through Shane Rigney and Adam Screeney. A Ruán 

O’Connor goal and points from Ciarán Donovan and Ollie Gaffney continued to keep Dublin 

on the front foot initially but the concession of goals to Adam Screeney and Dan Ravenhill saw 

them facing a 2-11 to 1-9 interval deficit.   

 

Once Adam Screeney netted again within five minutes of the restart, Dublin’s ambitions lay in 

ruins as the goal required to reignite their challenge never materialised. 

 

Minor Football 

Dublin, under the management of David Reynolds and his selectors, secured their first Leinster 

Minor Football Championship title since 2017, and the 34th in total, in a year when their 

national honour ambitions were curtailed at the quarter-final stage.  

 

In the province Dublin were pitted in Group 1 alongside Laois, Louth and Westmeath and they 

made an impressive start to their campaign as they cruised past Louth by 5-14 to 1-1 at the 

Stabannon Parnells grounds in mid-March. 

 

On a blustery afternoon, Dublin led 2-7 to 0-1 at half-time with goals from Conal Ó Riain and 

Joe Quigley and they remained in control in the second half through a brace of goals from 

David Mulqueen and another by substitute Clyde Burke. 

 

Dublin maintained that momentum in their second group game as Joe Quigley, who finished 

the season as Dublin's sole representative on the Electric Ireland Minor Football Team of the 

Year, notched 1-8 in his team’s 2-15 to 0-4 win against Laois in Parnell Park. 

 

The hosts led by 0-10 to 0-2 at half-time thanks to Joe Quigley’s impressive shooting, alongside 

good scores from David Mulqueen, Ryan Mitchell and Clyde Burke. Joe Quigley and David 

Mulqueen added further scores in the second half before the Dubs struck two late goals deep 

into injury-time, with Joe Quigley finishing with a rebound after his penalty effort was saved, 

while Shane Mullarkey added the second. 

 

The Dubs completed their third group win in succession as two second-half goals saw them 

pull away from Westmeath at Cusack Park, as the visitors prevailed by 2-14 to 0-11. 



Their reward was a home semi-final against Offaly and after a slow-burning start, they eased 

home on a final scoreline of 2-13 to 2-4. Cillian Lowry and Joe Quigley traded placed balls in 

the early exchanges before Dublin landed the first body blow in the seventh minute as Joe 

Quigley’s free dropped untouched into the back of Seán Kavanagh’s goal. 

 

With both defences comfortable for large parts, the first score from play arrived as late as the 

29th minute through Dublin’s Paul Reynolds Hand and a well-taken score from Tim Deering 

left the hosts with a healthy 1-5 to 0-2 interval lead. 

 

Dublin improved in the second half as they kicked successive scores through Clark, Nathan 

Fitzgerald and Quigley before Offaly responded with a well-taken goal from Luke Kelly in the 

43rd minute. However, it failed to prompt a comeback as the hosts regrouped well through 

scores by Dylan Clark, Luke O’Boyle and Ciarán Donovan before David Mulqueen and Niall 

Furlong traded goals in added time. 

 

The Leinster final in O'Moore Park, Portlaoise Dublin found their range in the second-half to 

complete a handsome 2-10 to 0-8 victory over Kildare. Despite playing into the teeth of a strong 

wind, the Lilies led by 0-5 to 0-4 at the break but the introduction of Clyde Burke and Charlie 

McMorrow as substitutes helped turn the game in Dublin’s favour. 

 

From the very first ball in the second half, Dublin looked a different side and they were given 

a major boost when corner-back Ryan Mitchell got in for a goal in the 34th minute. 

Dublin saw the game out with a quick burst of 1-2, their goal coming from Luke O’Boyle in 

the 58th minute. 

 

The joy of that provincial success was soon replaced by disappointment, however, as Dublin 

succumbed to Galway, the eventual All-Ireland champions, by 0-10 to 0-7 in their All-Ireland 

quarter-final in O'Connor Park, Tullamore. Galway had already lost three times during the 

Connacht championship but they took control of matters after the Dubs had started brightly 

through scores by Pierce Donohoe and Joe Quigley. 

 

 



From that point, Dublin struggled to penetrate the Galway defence and the second-half 

dismissal of Luke O’Boyle proved telling, as they failed to create sufficient scoring chances in 

a deserved three-point loss.  

 

Under-20 Hurling 

It proved to be a short campaign for Dublin under-20 hurlers, whose championship ambitions 

were cut short at the first hurdle. Dublin were handed a tricky draw, having to travel to 

Chadwick’s Wexford Park in early May to face a strong home outfit, and while they were in 

contention all the way through, it was Wexford that prevailed in the end by the slimmest of 

margins, 1-15 to 1-14.   

 

While it was Dublin's first day out, the Slaneysiders had already beaten Westmeath in 

Mullingar and got over the challenge of Laois in a very tight encounter in O'Moore Park, 

Portlaoise. 

 

There was very little to separate the teams throughout this tense encounter but, ultimately, it 

was the contribution of Cian Byrne that made the difference as he finished the contest with 0-

10 to his name. His unerring accuracy from placed balls in particular was in contrast to Dublin’s 

waywardness at times, despite James O’Brien opening the scoring for the visitors inside two 

minutes. Cian Byrne replied in impressive fashion with three points of his own and while 

Brendan Scanlon added a second Dublin score, it looked insufficient at the time given the 

generous amounts of possession Dublin enjoyed. 

 

With a typically strong wind in place, both teams struggled for accuracy, with the exception of 

Byrne, but Dublin stayed in contention as the contest evolved as Cian Ó Cathasaigh and Dara 

Purcell chipped in with points to reduce their arrears to a solitary point (0-7 to 0-6) by the 

interval. 

 

Dublin resumed on the back foot as Wexford extended their lead through another Cian Byrne 

score and they put serious daylight between the teams as Jack Redmond fired home past Eoin 

O’Connor. Despite this body blow, Dublin, led superbly by David Crowe from centre-back, 

fought back in impressive fashion with the captain firing over two inspirational points in quick 

succession. 

 



The hosts tagged on two points of their own but the contest was back in the melting pot in the 

42nd minute as Brendan Scanlon was on hand to poke home from close range to leave just two 

points between the sides. 

 

Unfortunately, Dublin failed to generate much momentum from this score as Wexford managed 

to extend the score to 1-15 to 1-12 entering the closing stages. Dublin, through points from a 

James O'Brien free and another from substitute Tom Gleeson, left the minimum separating the 

sides but Wexford, with both Cian Molloy and Kyle Scallan outstanding in defence, held firm 

in the closing minutes to deny Dublin an opportunity of even bringing the game to extra-time. 

 

With no back door to spare them their fate, it was a cruel way for the campaign to end, 

particularly when one considers the talent in the panel that manager Seán Power had assembled 

and the efforts made by all involved. 

 

Under-20 Football 

Dublin under-20 footballers delivered a series of strong performances in 2022 but fell short in 

the provincial final when losing out to Kildare in a thrilling decider.  

  

First up for Dublin on 14th April was the visit of Westmeath to Parnell Park and it’s fair to say 

that the hosts struggled for fluency initially as they played second fiddle to their opponents. 

Trailing by seven points at half-time, Dublin’s chances of progressing to a semi-final against 

Meath or Longford the following week looked slim but a Ryan O’Dwyer goal early in the 

second half ignited a memorable comeback and the hosts ultimately outscored Westmeath by 

1-10 to 0-1 in the second half. 

 

Ryan O’Dwyer finished with 1-2 while captain Adam Waddick impressed at midfield before 

limping off injured late on. Westmeath's Senan Baker and Ben McGauran pulled the strings as 

the Lake County moved into a 1-9 to 0-5 lead at half-time. Blood sub Peter Pierson scored the 

Westmeath goal but they only added one point in the second half as Dublin improved massively 

to prevail by 1-15 to 1-10. 

 

Dublin’s start to their semi-final against Meath in Parnell Park could not have been more 

contrasting as they assumed control from the outset on their way to a comfortable 4-12 to 1-14 

success. Goals from Ryan O’Dwyer, Adam Waddick and Luke Breathnach did the initial 



damage for Jim Lehane’s side as they established a 3-7 to 0-4 lead by the interval with Conor 

Tyrrell among others doing well in defence. 

 

The impressive Fionn Murray (0-6) and Luke Breathnach piled more misery onto the visitors 

upon the resumption with further scores after the break, with the latter jinking through before 

slotting to the net in the 36th minute. Dublin eased off the gas in the concluding 20 minutes but 

Meath, to their credit, rang the changes and finished stronger in the final quarter. 

 

Dublin’s victory ensured a Leinster final encounter with Kildare in Portlaoise and while they 

remained in contention throughout, were ultimately unfortunate to suffer a 0-17 to 0-15 reverse. 

It looked like extra-time would be required because Dublin, while they never actually took the 

lead, were on level terms at half-time and on three more occasions in the second-half. 

 

However, a couple of missed late chances deep into injury time proved their downfall as 

Kildare kicked an insurance score through James Dalton. The Lilies burst out of the traps 

initially, outscoring Dublin by 0-6 to 0-2 before Dublin came to life, doing the exact same in 

return to Kildare to tie it up at 0-8 apiece at half-time. 

 

The quality of the score-taking was high, full-forward Adam Fanning excelling for Kildare and 

Ryan O’Dwyer and Fionn Murray doing something similar in response. The second-half was 

another absorbing back and forth affair but, for every positive Dublin action in the form of a 

Fionn Murray or Luke Breathnach score, there was always a Kildare reaction. 

 

Results 

The following is a record of the performances of our various teams in official competitions 

during the past 12 months:  

 

Walsh Cup  

09/01/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  2 - 27  Antrim  1 - 21  

16/01/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  3 - 29  Galway  0 - 19     

23/01/2022 Birr Dublin  2 - 23  Offaly  1 - 20     

29/01/2022 Croke Park Dublin  2 - 29  Wexford  0 - 19  

 

 



National Hurling League 

06/02/2022 Parnell Park  Dublin 0 - 21 Waterford  2 - 15 

12/02/2022 Belfast  Dublin 2 - 19 Antrim  2 - 15 

26/02/2022 Thurles  Dublin 2 - 16 Tipperary  0 - 21 

05/03/2022 Parnell Park Dublin 0 - 16 Kilkenny  2 - 23 

20/03/2022 Portlaoise Dublin 2 - 31 Laois  1 - 24 

 

Leinster Senior Hurling Championship  

16/04/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  1 - 20  Laois  2 - 15  

23/04/2022 Wexford Dublin  0 - 24  Wexford  0 - 23  

01/05/2022 Mullingar Dublin  0 - 27  Westmeath  1 - 16  

14/05/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  0 - 17 Kilkenny  3 - 25   

21/05/2022 Salthill Dublin 0 - 21 Galway 0 - 27 

 

O’Byrne Cup  

08/01/2022 Tullamore  Dublin  2 - 12  Offaly  0 - 13  

12/01/2022 Parnell Park  Dublin  3 - 19  Louth  1 - 10     

15/01/2022 Longford  Dublin 0 - 15 Longford 0 -   5     

22/01/2022 Carlow  Dublin  1 - 13  Laois  0 - 11  

 

National Football League 

29/01/2022  Croke Park Dublin 1 - 13 Armagh  2 - 15 

05/02/2022 Tralee Dublin 0 - 11 Kerry  1 - 15 

19/02/2022 Croke Park Dublin 0 - 12 Mayo 2 - 11 

27/02/2022 Newbridge Dublin 0 - 12 Kildare 1 - 12 

13/03/2022 Omagh  Dublin 0 - 13 Tyrone 0 -   8 

20/03/2022 Croke Park  Dublin 2 - 15 Donegal 2 - 11 

27/03/2022 Clones Dublin 1 - 18 Monaghan 3 - 13 

 

Leinster Senior Football Championship  

30/04/2022 Wexford Dublin  1 - 24  Wexford  0 -   4 

15/05/2022 Croke Park Dublin  1 - 27  Meath  1 - 14 

28/05/2022 Croke Park Dublin 5 - 17  Kildare  1 - 15 

 



All-Ireland Senior Football Championship 

25/06/2022 Croke Park Dublin 0 - 21  Cork 0 - 10 

10/07/2022 Croke Park Dublin 1 - 13 Kerry 1 - 14 

 

Leinster Minor Football Championship 

19/03/2022 Stabannon Dublin  5 - 14  Louth  1 -   1 

02/04/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  2 - 15  Laois  0 -   4  

20/04/2022 Mullingar Dublin  2 - 14  Westmeath  0 - 11  

11/05/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  2 - 13  Offaly  2 -   4  

18/05/2022 Portlaoise Dublin 2 - 10 Kildare 0 -   8  

 

All-Ireland Minor Football Championship 

12/06/2022 Tullamore Dublin  0 -   7  Galway  0 - 10 

 

Leinster Minor Hurling Championship  

26/03/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  2 - 23 Wexford  3 - 21    

16/04/2022 Kilkenny Dublin  3 - 14  Kilkenny  2 - 16  

07/05/2022 Tullamore Dublin  1 - 15 Offaly  3 - 18   

 

Leinster U20 Hurling Championship  

02/05/2022 Wexford  Dublin  1 - 14 Wexford 1 - 15    

 

Leinster U20 Football Championship  

14/04/2022 Parnell Park  Dublin  1 - 15  Westmeath  1 - 10     

21/04/2022 Parnell Park Dublin  4 - 12  Meath  1 - 14    

28/04/2022 Portlaoise  Dublin  0 - 15 Kildare  0 - 17    

 

Funding for Coaching  

I read with interest a recent ESRI report by Prof. Emer Smyth which drew data from the 

‘Growing Up in Ireland Study’.  It focused on the lives of nine-year-olds and came up with 

some interesting, if somewhat worrying findings.  Though the research period pre-dated Covid, 

its author expressed concern that the pandemic has resulted in this age group spending less time 

participating in sport and more time on mobile phones and other digital devices.  The actual 



research period reported a 10% decline in the number of children taking part in sport almost 

every day, dropping from 44% to 34%. This is a worrying trend. 

 

Dublin County Board has long preached the participation mantra. Our whole coaching 

programme is based on getting more young people, male and female, involved in our games.  

Unfortunately in recent times some commentators saw this as a negative thing. But we will 

never turn our back on young people in the county.  We will never stop trying to get them 

through the gates of our clubs, never stop trying to get them playing our games, never stop 

trying to get them passionately involved in something that will benefit them physically and 

mentally for all of their lives. 

 

The ESRI research underlines the need to get young people involved in sport.  Our funding 

from Central Council and the additional €1.1m annual spend from Dublin County Board 

resources and €21,600 per club, has always targeted young people, especially primary 

schoolchildren, where coaching, fun and involvement can have a huge impact.    

 

I am, therefore, surprised and disappointed to be honest, that the new GAA model for funding 

for coaching and games development is based on registered male players from the age of 4 to 

37-years-of-age. This is a worrying shift in association policy that funding is now being 

targeted at the older age groups. At a recent meeting attended by the GAA Director of Coaching 

and Games Development and the Árd Stiúrthóir, we were informed that the Games Promotion 

Officers should be working at this age cohort.   

 

Without wishing to sound glib, does anyone think that investing in coaching for any 30-

something is the best way of spending finances? Will our Games Promotion Officer’s be 

expected to arrange a Go Games programme for Over-35’s? Are we to develop Tag Camán 

and Tag Peil programmes? Do we really need to even include 23-year-olds when we are 

allocating scarce funding resources?  

 

Perhaps more importantly, in this four-year funding model, the absence of any grant for 

coaching females is alarming when one of the current chief aims of the association, under the 

leadership of former president Mary McAleese, is to integrate GAA, LGFA and Camogie at all 

levels. I fear that this model, in trying to please or maybe appease, has overextended itself and 

lost sight of the original intention of this vital funding stream. 



The new funding model - and the surreptitious shift in association policy - will result in an 

annual reduction of €447,978 in coaching funding to Dublin. The consequences of this 

rationalisation will result in the dismantling of the integrated coaching scheme in Dublin, with 

resulting job losses and redundancies and the sale of assets.  

 

And there are real challenges for gaelic games in Dublin.  We have had to meet the challenge 

of a growing professional international sport in rugby, the ongoing battle with young people 

who are attracted by the big names and money of soccer and a plethora of other sports and 

distractions that are likely to be unique to big cities.  It is a constant battle for the hearts and 

minds of our young people.   

 

The coaching network we have established through our clubs is immense and absolutely critical 

in matching and, hopefully, winning the battle with our competitors.  We have always sought 

to channel investment into our grassroots as we believe this maximises the effect of the 

investment and optimises the value for money.  It also brings about the best and most 

favourable long-term impact for the association overall. 

 

Crucial to the success of our strategy are the most valuable asset of all – people.  Without the 

thousands of volunteers in our clubs, giving up their time every night of the week and every 

weekend, no strategy would be possible.   

 

Every week thousands of games are catered for in every code, at every age group, in every 

parish in Dublin.  This does not just happen.  It is a logistical challenge that no other county 

has to face.  But it works.  Week after week – because we have unbelievable buy-in from every 

club in this county. 

 

I firmly believe that coaching, and funding for coaching, should be targeted.  It should be 

targeted where it can have the most beneficial and long-term impact. It should be targeted at 

juveniles who are at the beginning of their development from four years of age who may, 

otherwise, spend too much time on a games console or their phone. It should be targeted at the 

nine-year-olds (all the way up to 18-year-olds) who are not playing enough sport, if any. It 

should not be targeted at the 10% who have fallen away from sport in the previous 10 years – 

it should be targeted at all of them. The age cohort of four-year-olds up to 18 is when coaching 



can make a difference, when skills are developed, when participation has real impact and when 

young people develop a life-long grá for their club and their county and our games.   

 

I would urge a rethink of the funding model. If the funding is targeted at the cohort that needs 

it the most, and will benefit from it the most, then it can be much more easily managed and 

accounted for. It can be allocated much more easily and the benefits and impacts can be 

measured in a more timely and accurate manner. This would also ensure versatility in the 

funding and the ability to keep it constantly under review so that it can be tweaked, if necessary, 

to continue to guarantee maximum returns and benefits from the investment made. 

 

A Brave New Footballing World 

We know it’s coming but we’re still not entirely sure what to expect, or even how to react. The 

2023 All-Ireland senior football championship – and its tier two counterpart – will be like 

nothing we have ever encountered before. 

 

More matches squeezed into the same already-constricted timeframe because of the split-

season. Qualification parameters for Sam Maguire that are sure to spark confusion, frustration 

or even anger if/when it dawns that your county avoided league relegation to Division 3 and 

still ends up in the second-tier Tailteann Cup. 

 

Why? Because at least one lower division county – courtesy of the vagaries of the Connacht 

Senior Football Championship draw – is guaranteed to reach a provincial final next year. 

 

I have posed the question in the past with regards to whether we have been hostage to the 

restrictions of history and geography and perhaps we will find out over the coming seasons. 

Truth is, as with all big, bold experiments that take a sledgehammer to traditional competition 

formats, the jury will remain out on the GAA’s new Senior Football Championship structure 

for at least one season, and possibly longer. 

 

To quote just one example, when it comes to the round-robin groups, are there too many 

matches to eliminate too few teams? Or was this the best option to avoid a glut of dead-rubbers, 

an obvious risk during the two years of the ‘Super 8s’ experiment? 

 

Leaving aside that conundrum, is there a bigger picture risk that we’ve conceived a competition 



with too many matches and that fans won’t fully engage until the knockout business begins? 

And what will the implications be for central coffers? Let’s just watch this space and not rush 

to judgement. What cannot be denied is that something had to give in a scenario where the club 

game was not getting the respect it deserved. 

 

Part of the problem, for the above, is that age-old GAA problem of trying to serve (and satisfy) 

so many different constituents: club players, inter-county players (who, lest we forget, double 

as club servants), the clubs themselves … and supporters, who can be sub-divided into fans 

aligned to club as well as county, and those who merely favour one over the other. 

 

On a more general level, in both codes, I have been struck by the number of high-profile inter-

county stars who have offered enthusiastic endorsement for the split-season including Limerick 

hurlers Seán Finn (“as a player I can only speak highly of it”), and his team-mate Gearóid 

Hegarty (“I’m a huge fan”). 

  

Inter-county players are not blind to the counter-argument that playing your All-Ireland finals 

in July robs the GAA of precious marketing space in August/September. Equally, they are 

acutely aware that an ill-timed injury suffered at the end of the Allianz League, even a muscle 

pull requiring five or six weeks off, could have doomsday consequences and see them miss 

most/all of their championship campaign. 

 

Moreover, the initial split-season iteration in 2022 appeared to have a negative effect on the 

business end of the National Hurling League, with inevitable talk of shadow-boxing given the 

proximity of the provincial round-robin championships. This was perhaps less of an issue for 

the National Football League – except where some counties reached a divisional final but were 

facing a huge championship clash only a few weeks later. But - as alluded to above - finding a 

perfect solution to satisfy all stakeholders, in the multi-layered world of the GAA, is well-nigh 

impossible. 

 

Time For RTÉ To Up Its Game  

If you thought last year’s championship schedule was compressed and are wondering how 

chaotic it may become in 2023, then spare a thought for the broadcasting companies tasked 

with distilling it all into TV coverage that is fair, forensic, informative and perhaps entertaining 

all at once. 



The departure of Sky Sports from the GAA’s televisual landscape caught most of us by surprise 

when the announcement came in late October. Whatever the reasons for Sky’s failure to broker 

a new rights deal with Croke Park, this broadcasting giant has now left the championship stage 

to only one major player - RTÉ. 

 

Yes, the BBC will have an enhanced role in 2023 as they will be screening the All-Ireland 

semi-finals and final but, primarily, they showcase the Ulster Championship.   

 

True, GAAGO will help to fill the void with exclusive live coverage of championship matches 

but it’s safe to assume that this will be a work in progress, with all eyes on the level of analysis 

and production values that the streaming platform brings to its enhanced role. And besides, 

GAAGO is a joint venture between RTÉ and the GAA. It is not a new set of eyes, liable to 

shake up the status quo. 

 

Even before Sky’s exit it was becoming abundantly clear that RTÉ needed to up its game. 

Before you misconstrue this as a clarion call to axe every second Sunday Game pundit (the 

ones who haven’t already jumped ship into inter-county management!) we should clarify that 

we mean this in a strategic sense. 

 

Okay, there are only so many ‘live’ matches you can show on terrestrial TV, not just because 

the contract says so but because of time limitations. But when it came to its Sunday Game 

highlights show, it was trying to do too much in too little time … and the end product suffered. 

 

Don’t just take my word for it: remember when Des Cahill, the now-former Sunday Game 

night-time host, said in an interview back in June: “Regularly now, we’re showing up to 15 

games. How do you get 15 games into 106 or 108 minutes? You can’t,” Cahill admitted. 

“I used enjoy making The Sunday Game a hell of a lot more. You could have the craic, a bit of 

a laugh. We miss laughter on the programme, a little spontaneity. I miss it. Because the 

programme just doesn’t have room to breathe in my opinion.” 

 

What’s the solution? Well, given the increasing number of Saturday championship matches, 

why not a Saturday Game highlights show as well as the traditional Sunday night offering? On 

this score, I was glad to read confirmation that RTÉ will be introducing a “second highlights 

offering” in next year’s championship. 



Hopefully, this will safeguard against the recent tendency to pay lip service to matches 

involving lower-tier counties, with minimal highlights shoehorned into a couple of minutes. 

For far too many years, when it came to live TV sport, Gaelic Games were like the Invisible 

Man on RTÉ once the All-Ireland finals were wrapped up and we waited impatiently for the 

following year’s championship to roll around. 

 

Even though TG4 continues to do herculean work at the club, national league and underage 

coalface, it felt wrong to have so little GAA on our national broadcaster. The situation has 

improved recently with the addition of some Saturday night games; now it has been confirmed 

that RTÉ will have increased access to free-to-air Saturday league games. This can only be a 

positive. 

 

Allianz League Sunday has done a decent job at packaging league highlights, albeit facing the 

same production problems that beset The Sunday Game – so many matches, so relatively little 

time. 

 

All of which begs one final thought - isn’t it high time that RTÉ not alone satisfied our craving 

for live action and more highlights, but also gave us a Friday night magazine programme, full 

of insightful previews, player interviews, debate and colour? Is that too much to ask of our 

increasingly dominant main player? 

 

The Silent Scourge Of Gambling Addiction 

You could call it the silent scourge: you or I probably know people who are problem gamblers 

but we're completely oblivious to their plight. It has a beguiling mask like few other addictions. 

Everything can seem perfectly normal on the outside, but peel away the layers … 

 

It’s true that gambling can be a relatively harmless pursuit for many punters (those who 

specialise in the annual Grand National mug’s handicap) but it can equally be a pernicious 

addiction that causes untold trauma, psychological as well as financial. 

 

The GAA is not immune. In fact, you could argue, young inter-county players are even more 

at risk of succumbing to addiction because their GAA careers place constraints on social 

activity … and when it comes to gambling, the search for an alternative buzz is just one phone 

app away. 



Over the years, several high-profile players such as Niall McNamee, Oisín McConville and 

Davy Glennon, to name just three, have bravely revealed the gambling torment they endured 

and also how it impacted on those closest to them. 

 

Richie Power, a brilliant Kilkenny hurler in his pomp, was among the latest to go public last 

March – proof that you can be a serial All-Ireland winner and still not be safe from its grip. As 

Power told BBC’s The GAA Social last March: "Being an inter-county player, you have so 

much free time. At weekends, you're not out socialising. You're trying to maybe fill that void. 

"It just had a huge impact on me personally, both mentally and physically. I was hurling with 

Kilkenny and all this was going on in the background and you're trying to manifest a life that 

is perfect and great whereas, in the back of it, you're in complete turmoil." 

 

Last February the GAA launched its new gambling awareness campaign, ‘Stop Before You 

Just Can’t Stop’. Courtesy of a 2018 Congress decision, the association has already prohibited 

sponsorship by betting firms of any GAA competition, team, playing gear, or facility. For this 

stance, the GAA deserves credit when some other sporting codes have such a hand in glove 

and fawning relationship with large bookmakers. 

 

This blanket ban is the very least the GAA can do as an organisation – and hopefully this stance 

won’t weaken at a time when the current inflationary cycle has placed clubs and counties under 

even greater financial pressure. 

 

But even the most laudable policies or campaigns won’t make the issue go away. As GAA 

president Larry McCarthy pointed out: "Problem gambling remains a societal issue of concern, 

one that has negatively impacted the lives of numerous GAA players and their loved ones. 

Through this campaign we encourage any GAA member who may be concerned about their 

gambling to access as early as possible the supports that are proven to help one deal with 

problem gambling.” 

  

Trolls Take Their Toll 

Andy McEntee is not on social media – perhaps a wise move if you’ve ambitions of being an 

inter-county manager. As he revealed in an interview with Off The Ball last June, that didn’t 

leave McEntee safe from the brickbats during his six years as Meath boss, as he detailed how 

letters were being sent to his house as early as his first season in charge. 



But it’s safe to conclude that online trolling has replaced the poison pen letter as the preferred 

method of abuse from some ‘supporters’ of Gaelic games who deem it their right to attack 

managers and players just because a result didn’t go to plan. 

 

Meath may not have relived the glories of the past during Andy McEntee’s tenure, and that 

may stick in the craw of some Royal diehards but that is no excuse for those keyboard warriors 

who step beyond the pale into a poisonous blame game, exacerbated by the ease of posting 

online invective, mostly anonymously, of course. 

 

However, I’m glad he hasn’t been scared away from inter-county management, taking up a 

new role with Antrim for the coming season. He has not given in to the bullies – and there are 

enough of them out there, as Westmeath hurler Tommy Doyle demonstrated with an extensive 

survey on online abuse directed at inter-county players, as part of his master’s degree in digital 

marketing. 

 

Some 2,134 players responded to Tommy Doyle’s survey, and over 24% admitted they had 

received some form of online abuse during their careers. Of that cohort, over 50% said the 

abuse had come from anonymous sources. The chief source of abuse was Twitter (36%), 

followed by online discussion forums (20%) and Facebook pages that offer facilities for 

comments (17%). 

 

Moreover, it’s not just current players in the firing line. Ursula Jacob, the former Wexford 

camogie star-turned-RTÉ pundit, felt compelled last summer to say “enough is enough” and 

stand up for herself in the face of “nasty, tasteless comments from faceless cowards” following 

an article posted on one of these modern 'in your face' websites.  

 

It seems that some viewers didn’t approve of either her accent or gender, given that she was 

commenting on hurling. Are some people actually still stuck in that time warp? 

"I am a proud female and proud Wexford woman, who just happens to have a Wexford accent 

too. Shock horror!” tweeted Jacob, adding: “I’m not into tokenism or making up numbers. I 

am there because I have a voice and can give an informed and educated opinion." 

If only some of the trolls could live by that mantra. 

 

 



U-20 Eligibility Rule Needs To Be Reversed 

Limerick lost this year’s All-Ireland under-20 hurling final by a single point, pipped by the 

next crop of talent in black and amber. Without wishing to rain on Kilkenny’s parade in any 

way, however, you could understand if their beaten opponents felt frustrated by the absence of 

their putative star man, Cathal O’Neill. 

 

O’Neill had rescued Limerick from defeat to Clare in their U-20’s first group match, his 2-3 

haul including a match-winning 1-1 in stoppage time. Then he featured for John Kiely’s 

seniors, coming off the bench in their Munster round-robin clash against Cork, immediately 

rendering him ineligible for U-20 action. 

 

Some commentators argue that maybe Limerick seniors could have held back O’Neill until 

their under-20’s campaign was over but would that be fair to Limerick – or more specifically 

to the player himself or any other player that has found themselves in an identical position? 

 

So what happens, then, is that you punish one of your best young talents by denying him a 

chance to win an All-Ireland U-20 medal - and consequently weaken his own county’s 

prospects of doing so. This rule applies to both football and hurling and, for all the arguments 

that under-20 is now a developmental grade, it doesn’t sit right. 

 

I wasn’t surprised to read such strongly-worded reactions during the year, with Limerick hurler 

Gearóid Hegarty describing it as “the worst rule I have ever heard in my life, in the GAA”.  

 

With the under-20 championship still ongoing back in April, former Kilkenny selector Martin 

Fogarty echoed that point, claiming it was “the most senseless rule” ever passed by the 

association. He added: “It flies in the face of everything we stand for in the GAA. It punishes 

the talented player. It causes rifts between U-20 and senior managements.” 

Here's the thing - in an era where managers no longer flog players senselessly because they 

understand the value of sports science, surely we can trust them to do the right thing? 

 

It’s hard to disagree with the sentiments of Limerick manager John Kiely, who argued that 

burnout was not the issue. “Managements could make this work in the modern era," he 

maintained. "We monitor their loads for everything they do: if they go to the gym or they’re 



with the 20s. We can make these things work." Unlike the rule itself, which clearly isn’t 

working. 

 

Underage Competition Formats Are A Riddle 

Here’s a riddle that doesn’t qualify as a trick question, even if it may sound that way … can 

you name the county that lost three football championship matches within its own province 

this year, yet conspired to end up as All-Ireland champions? The answer is Galway's minor 

footballers, and congratulations to them for timing their home-straight sprint to the title with 

such precision. 

 

But the young Tribesmen’s untypical route to ultimate glory inevitably raises a question about 

how our underage/development (minor and U-20) inter-county championships are organised. 

 

These are meant to offer development pathways for players and, given the number of matches 

organised at minor level specifically, you can reasonably argue that they are doing the requisite 

job. Yet there is no consistency from province to province. 

 

Take this year’s minor football, for example. There were round-robin groups of differing sizes 

in Connacht, Leinster and - in Munster’s case - for the four counties excluding Cork and Kerry, 

who met in a semi-final that afforded the loser a second chance at reaching the final. Ulster, 

meanwhile, ran a ‘back door’ system of qualifiers for the seven teams defeated in the earlier 

rounds. 

 

If that sounds complicated, it’s even more convoluted when you delve a bit deeper. Suffice to 

say, the key target was to reach a provincial minor final, by hook or by crook: then you were 

guaranteed an All-Ireland quarter-final berth, no matter what. 

 

No one took greater advantage than Galway. They were comprehensively beaten by Mayo and 

then stunned by Leitrim in the Connacht round-robin group only to still reach the semi-finals. 

They subsequently lost to Mayo again in the provincial decider. 

 

But when it mattered most, they hit the perfect vein of form to vanquish Dublin, Derry and 

Mayo to reach the promised land. It had taken nine matches – so how could they not improve 

with all that game time? 



Again, this is not meant as a slight on the eventual champions, it's just for illustrative purposes; 

just a quizzical enquiry as to whether more effort could be made to standardise formats across 

the four provinces? 

 

Likewise, there were some unusual quirks in the minor hurling championship – Leinster was 

split into three tiers, with more games for the so-called weaker counties in Tier 3. Dublin and 

Kilkenny required just two games apiece to advance straight to provincial semi-finals, where 

they were ambushed by rivals who had played an extra match (or two) in the guise of Offaly 

and Laois respectively.   

 

Move into the under-20 arena and you’ll find that the football championship – also meant to 

be developmental in nature – is run on a straight knockout basis. The U-20 hurling equivalent 

is knockout in Leinster (with Galway and Antrim added) whereas there is initially a round-

robin element, comprising two groups of three, in Munster. Confused? I don’t blame you.  

 

Time To Return To U-18 Grade 

Experimentation is always worthwhile in any walk of life but sometimes you have to put your 

hand up and admit that it didn't work - and so it is, in my opinion, with the U-17 and U-19 

grades at club level. 

 

I welcome the recent decision of the Task Force to decouple these grades from their inter-

county equivalent and give counties the autonomy to return to an U-18 competition at club 

level if they wish to do so, arguably this should also be examined at inter-county level also. 

 

There is too much of an overlap with players at U-19 club level and adult grade and what we 

have experienced in Dublin is that there are too many scheduled fixtures that go unfulfilled. It 

is also particularly difficult for clubs with smaller playing numbers. 

 

What players want is meaningful competitions and, unfortunately, this has not proven to be the 

case - so it's time to call a halt. 

 

Improving Respect, Improving Culture 

This year's club season across the provinces was blighted at times by incidents of violence 

towards match officials as well as incidents involving spectators. A few years back, I expressed 



the opinion that in the era of 'citizen journalist' and the instant uploading of footage to social 

media, perhaps people would be less likely to act in such a manner. Unfortunately, this does 

not appear to have proven to be any deterrent. 

 

When we emerged from the Covid lockdown there seemed to be a general view that our respect 

for players and officials would increase, such has been the degree to which people had missed 

live action. That, too, proved to be wide of the mark. 

 

Now is the time for an appraisal of our culture in Gaelic games with regard to our respect for 

referees and match officials. This message of respect must start with an education programme 

via county boards and clubs from a child's early introduction to our national games.  

 

Such incidents are a stain on our games and also act as a major negative element in both the 

recruitment of young players and referees.      

 

Inter-Club Transfers 

In 1934 Bobby Beggs, a fisherman from Skerries, lined out for Dublin in the All-Ireland Senior 

Football Championship final defeat to Galway. After he moved west, he won an All-Ireland 

Senior Football Championship with Galway in 1938, after he relocated to Claddagh for work 

reasons. Bobby returned to Dublin and, in 1942, he was a defender on the Dublin team that 

defeated Galway in the All-Ireland decider. Bobby's story is just one of many in any era, both 

into and out of Dublin.  

 

Imagine that, someone moving location for work reasons? This year, Galway's Shane Walsh 

transferred to Kilmacud Crokes in the capital and both the player himself and the Stillorgan 

club were subjected to some derision. At the time, the Dublin County Board were contacted to 

enquire "What are you going to do about it?"  

 

If any player, at any level, whether a very talented one or one less gifted, moves to the country's 

capital for work reasons, it is not our role to adjudicate on the matter. That's an economic reality 

and has been such since Adam first played peil na nóg in the Garden (of Eden) County. Shane 

Walsh is not the first, to put it mildly, and won't be the last player from outside of Dublin to 

transfer into the county for professional reasons. A quick scan of Blue Stars/Dubs Stars 

selections over the past two decades will only highlight this fact.   



Gaelic Games As One Family 

The merger of the GAA, Ladies Gaelic Football Association and Camogie Association is 

gaining pace with former President of Ireland, Mary McAleese, announced in recent months 

as the independent chairperson of the integration process. 

 

This unification will present challenges but, more importantly, will create greater and new 

opportunities ultimately leading to a coalition of equals.  

 

For many years, a lot of clubs have adopted a 'One Club' approach to cater for the entire Gaelic 

games family - the integration of the three parent associations can hopefully be a 

successful extension of this policy. 

 

In recent years, the fixture schedule which can impact negatively on dual players has made all 

the wrong type of headlines and, hopefully in time, such issues will be consigned to the past.  

 

Club Constitution 

The Constitution is the single most important document in the club and every club shall adopt 

the Official Club Constitution at a General Meeting in accordance with rule 3.5 of the GAA’s 

Official Guide. 

The Club Constitution provides a means whereby the GAA Club can be operated and managed 

by the Executive Committee of the club. The Constitution provides for control of the assets of 

the Club and the operation of activities within the Club regarding membership, management 

structure, sub-committee structure, club property, AGM etc. A club can make certain 

alterations to the Constitution at their AGM, but these must be passed by the County 

Committee. Any amendments cannot be contrary to a rule in the Official Guide.  

 

Club Championships 

The Competitions Control Committee had a difficult task in compiling a fixture programme in 

a narrow timeframe after the conclusion of the inter-county season and the start of the 

provincial campaigns. Thankfully, we had a full programme of league games after a two-year 

break and as a result of our club’s working with us, and their adherence to regulations and 

guidelines, we got our programme of games completed on schedule. 

 



I want to acknowledge the contribution of the Competitions Control Committee and in 

particular, Ken O’Sullivan, Elaine Dolan, Colm Crowley and the CCC administrative staff. 

Ken has completed his five-year term and I am hugely grateful to him for his leadership and 

for implementing new structures during his tenure. I am delighted to retain his services as 

County Vice-Chairperson as he continues to make a vital contribution to our Board. 

 

The Go-Ahead Senior Football Championship Final between Kilmacud Crokes and Na Fianna 

was an absorbing contest with Crokes winning 0-11 to 0-10. The Stillorgan club have secured 

back-to-back titles while Na Fianna's wait for a first title since 2001 continues. It was 

Kilmacud’s third title in five years.  

 

It was a case of déjà vu in the Go-Ahead sponsored Dublin Senior Hurling Championship final 

with Kilmacud Crokes defeating Na Fianna for the second year in succession - 0-20 to 0-17. 

Both clubs had contested the senior football championship final the previous week. Na Fianna 

led by four points midway through the second half but failed to score in the last ten minutes 

and squandered two goal opportunities in the closing minutes. Both clubs are now reaping the 

rewards of their efforts at juvenile level when both clubs shared eleven of the twelve Dublin 

minor hurling championship titles between 2009 and 2020. 

 

Kilmacud Crokes progressed to both provincial finals played in horrendous weather conditions 

on 4th December in Croke Park. Their hurlers trailed by 11 points to Ballyhale Shamrocks at 

half-time and by 14 points early in the second- half. However, with 13 minutes remaining the 

gap was only one point. Ballyhale got a fortuitous goal shortly afterwards and they protected 

that lead until the final whistle. Crokes footballers retained their Leinster senior football 

championship title with a 1-12 to 0-8 victory over The Downs from Westmeath. 

 

St. Vincent’s secured the Senior ‘B’ football championship title while Whitehall Colmcille and 

Naomh Barróg won the Senior ‘2’ and Senior ‘3’ hurling championships respectively.  

 

Multimedia 

Dublin GAA has seen exponential growth in our social media following over the past twelve 

months. We now have more than 320,000 followers across our @DubGAAOfficial social 

media platforms - Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and You Tube channels and also our new 

Official Dublin GAA TikTok account, which was set up in recent months.  



Dublin GAA live-streamed thirty-four games free-to-air during the 2022 Go-Ahead Club 

Championships on our DubsTV platform. These games were streamed across our You Tube, 

Twitter and Facebook channels, receiving more than half a million views. Clips of match 

footage from the Go-Ahead Club Championships were also posted to our social media channels 

this year, receiving over 3 million views. Traffic to our website www.dublingaa.ie has grown 

hugely over the past 12 months, gaining more hits in 2022 than in any other year on record.  

 

Refereeing 

Coiste na Réiteoirí are responsible for the recruitment and training of referees in the county 

and have been very successful in enrolling new recruits to officiate at games. They are also 

responsible for the administration and development of refereeing in the county, including the 

assessment and classification of referees.  

 

Dublin referees continue to handle games with distinction at Provincial and National Levels. 

Thomas Gleeson, Chris Mooney and Sean Stack are on the National Panel of Hurling Referees. 

Barry Tiernan continues to represent the County on the National Panel of Football Referees. 

Mark Ryan and Dan Stynes are officiating at Provincial Level. 

 

Noel O’Donoghue has completed his five-year term as County Referees’ Administrator. Frank 

Brady stepped aside from his role as Referee Co-Ordinator earlier in the year. The strength and 

success of our games programme would not have been possible without their support. 

 

I also wish to sincerely thank Tom Quigley, Finbarr Gaffney, Paddy Kiernan and Aidan Shiels 

and the members of Coiste na Réiteoirí for their exceptional commitment to refereeing matters. 

 

Sponsorship 

Under the management of Tomás Quinn, Commercial and Marketing Manager, our 

sponsorship portfolio continues to develop and the outstanding performance from our teams 

make us an attractive marketing platform for brands and organisations.  I wish to thank Tomás 

for his outstanding work in the area of sponsorship and marketing. 

 

Our thanks to AIG CEO - Aidan Connaughton - and all of his colleagues for their sponsorship 

and friendship as we regard AIG as real team players, integral to our development. In addition 

to the commitment that AIG bring to Dublin GAA, they continue to be a central part to growing 

http://www.dublingaa.ie/


our participation rates across the county through their ongoing support for a number of 

initiatives.  

 

Go-Ahead Ireland continued their sponsorship of our adult club leagues and championships.  

They are an excellent fit for our club competitions and their partnership will assist our games 

programme and grassroots clubs through an important investment. Our thanks to CEO Andrew 

Edwards and his colleagues for their support. 

 

I would like to thank our family of partners including O’Neills, Intersport Elverys, Britvic, 

Bytex and Peugeot who all provide valuable support to Dublin GAA.  We value our 

partnerships with the corporate sector and look forward to another year working to our mutual 

benefit. 

 

Cumann na mBunscol / Second Level Schools 

I wish to again thank the contribution made by first and second-level teachers to the promotion 

of Gaelic Games in Dublin and to remind all clubs that co-operation between clubs and their 

local schools is one of the most important ways of developing our players. Clubs and schools 

should complement each other as we seek to both promote our games and make our young 

players into life-long members of the GAA in Dublin. We continue to enjoy an extraordinary 

amount of goodwill from teachers. 

 

Cumann na mBunscol activity returned in the spring with the emphasis on involving sixth class 

pupils before their transition to second level education. Overall, 572 teams participated in their 

competitions and the finals were played in Parnell Park (football) and Croke Park (hurling). 

The 2022/23 football competitions attracted 421 teams and the hurling entries will be in excess 

of 300. The Belfast Friendship Games and the Santry Sports also resumed after an absence of 

two years. 

 

At Second Level, Dublin has been subsumed into Leinster for the purposes of administering 

games and while we still have Dublin competitions many schools are now also getting to play 

in Leinster competitions as of right. This has been greatly welcomed by schools. Exposure to 

the highest level of school’s competition is something that all schools should be able to aspire 

to. I would like to thank the Leinster Council for their assistance in introducing Dublin schools 

to more competition. 



A negative! Unfortunately, Dublin has now become so expensive to live in that young teachers 

from other counties, who have given us sterling service over the years in terms of promoting 

our games and training school teams, simply cannot afford to live here. From both an education 

and a sporting point of view if we want to attract and keep these teachers it is past time that a 

“Dublin allowance” be paid to teachers working in the county in order to help them with the 

exorbitant rents they are being forced to pay. If we cannot replace teachers coming to the end 

of their careers, many of whom have taken teams for thirty years or more, school’s games and 

school’s teams could be in real trouble. 

 

Grounds 

The majority of our senior championship games were played in our county grounds and they 

were in excellent condition considering the volume of activity. I am indebted to our 

groundsman, Noel Brady, for his efforts. A special word of gratitude goes to Paddy Moloney 

for his commitment and attention to Parnell Park. I wish to thank Luke Lawlor for his assistance 

with O’Toole Park.  

 

The numerous games programmes staged in Parnell Park entail a significant amount of time 

for the essential preparation and planning. This involves communicating with all the statutory 

agencies to ensure the safety of all our patrons. I am also indebted to Noel Murphy, Paul Tobin 

and their team of regular stewards for their assistance, their attention to their different duties 

and their courtesy to our patrons, all of which adds to the presentation of our games. 

 

A special word of thanks to Nora Leonard and Bríd Tolster and their colleagues who fundraise 

for St. Francis Hospice annually by distributing the team sheets at our championship matches. 

I would appeal to clubs to provide additional stewards for Parnell Park and to co-operate with 

requests from stewards.  

 

Cuimhne na Marbh 

Sadly, during the past year, a number of our colleagues were called to their eternal reward. I 

know I will be excused if I refer to a number of people that I knew personally - John Bridges 

(Synge Street), Richie Crean (Lucan Sarsfields), Dermot Desmond (Ballinteer St. John’s), Kay 

Gleeson (Na Fianna), Mick Keegan (Erin’s Isle), Kevin Mallon (Castleknock), Larry 

McDermott, Dermot Smyth (Raheny), Ray McKenna (Round Tower, Clondalkin), Brian 



Mullins (St. Vincent’s), Niall O’Shea (Civil Service) and Tommy Phelan (St. Brigid’s). To all 

our members who suffered bereavements, I want to convey my sincere sympathy.  

 

Buíochas  

I wish to thank our Chairman, Mick Seavers, for his relentless endeavours, dedication and 

unfailing assistance throughout the year. Mick has worked tirelessly in the past year and was 

always willing to attend any operational / sponsorship / business / provincial or central 

committee meetings during the year. Mick and the members of our management committee 

care passionately about Dublin GAA. Our goal for the year ahead will continue to be focused 

on the creation of long-term sustainability for all our activities, both on and off the field, under-

pinned by sound financial management. 

 

Thanks also to Ken O’Sullivan and Jim Roche for their help and assistance. I appreciate their 

willingness to represent our county and attend fixtures or meetings as required.   

 

I am indebted to Finbarr O’Mahony for the ongoing outstanding commitment he gives as Board 

Treasurer, resulting in another operating surplus this year in a very challenging environment. 

All financial matters are handled smoothly and efficiently by Finbarr. 

 

The work of Gerard O’Connor, Director of Coaching and Club Development, and the Coaching 

& Games Development Staff and the GPOs is appreciated, as they face the challenges of 

increasing our participation rates and establishing new clubs.  

 

Thanks also to Bernie MacLaughlin for chairing the Coaching and Games Oversight 

Committee and for the committee members endeavour and hard work. 

 

I would like to pay a personal word of thanks to all the administrative staff in Parnell Park -  

Fiona, Gabrielle, Lorraine and Sharon - who work diligently to ensure the efficient running of 

our organisation.  

 

Derek Ryan, Multimedia Executive, continues to provide innovative content on our social 

media channels. 

 



I wish to thank Tom O’Shea and Mel Farrell for representing us diligently during the year at 

Leinster Council and Jim Roche at Central Council. It is important to have individuals of 

experience on these committees. Tom has completed his five-year term and I thank him for his 

contribution to the management committee during his tenure.   

 

Special thanks to Sean Benton, Michael Hand, Sean Shanley, Brendan Waters and also to Jim 

Brogan and Gerry McGreevy for their assistance with the Hollystown and Spawell projects. 

Their encouragement and advice have been invaluable. 

 

I wish to acknowledge the support that I received during the year from the Árd Stiúrthóir, Tom 

Ryan and his staff. In addition, Michael Reynolds and his colleagues at Áras Laighean are 

always on hand to give assistance when called upon.  

 

A special word of thanks to the members of the CCC for their work in scheduling and 

implementing a games programme for our players. Also, to Dick Butler and Tom O’Shea and 

the members of Coiste Éisteachta for the huge volume of work undertaken during the year. 

Thanks also to the members of our various sub-committees for their commitment.  

 

I wish to acknowledge the efficiency of Bernie MacLaughlin, Damian Murphy, Declan 

O’Leary, Maura Ryan, Alan O’Connor, Liam McMahon and Anne O’Dea of Coiste na nÓg. 

Bernie has completed her five-year term as Chairperson of Bórd na nÓg. Bernie has been 

integral to the important advances we have made at juvenile level, particularly with the games 

programme and participation rates. A special word of thanks also to all the board officers, 

delegates and club officials for their dedication and co-operation with me during the past year.  

 

I must again express my appreciation for the commitment of time and expertise by the many 

voluntary administrators at club and county level. Our games cannot function without them.  

 

I think that we can look back on a successful year for Dublin GAA as we strive to be even 

better and face head-on the many challenges ahead. There will be challenges but we have 

shown in recent years what determination aligned to sound strategic planning and operational 

vigour can achieve. 

 



A busy year indeed! Finally, I would like to finish by paying tribute to the legions of team 

mentors who, week in and week out, perform minor miracles to keep our games healthy and 

expanding in Dublin.  

 

Seán Mac Coisdealbha 

Rúnaí 

 

 

 

 

 


